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Senior Colleges
York State legislature in Al-
Barnell Faces
$4 ·Millio~l.Budget
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Cut Next Year
Baruch CoIl.P~lIatthewGoldStein
Goldstein sets up Commission
to. advise on tJistribution ofcuts
".~ · ... 3.:0c .. ,·:.·. •
By Rafael'A. Ohnec:la maintaim6S- the structure of
.. .Baruch. eotiege..PNsident -- tbeCellege, and .~exi~zing ..
.Mattnew""GOld'itirtjannouncecr"" "'8ealiemiC'offeringsrorourstti~-tm1t~Ir.:01· "rr..._~-~.·'YeIttt!~_H_~~
the formation ofa specUdcom- dents while maintaining suffi~the-~c:iim- tobanclliita cUt·;
mi~ to~l ·with ,budget ·cient support serVices for im- h1teth8t.saysQOidstiim.··
cutsofn.-r1y$4m.ilHonfor the provedretentionandsustained Devastating Effect .
1992-93academc Year. progress to. graduation," &C-. CUNY Cb8neellor W. AnD' ":~
In a meeting with student cording to a memo Goldstein Reynolds says the proposed .
leaders on March 4, Goldstein circulated to the Baruch Com- budget cuts will have a devas-
saidthecommittee will consist munity. tatingeffecton the UniversitY.
oftheCollege~stbreevicepresi- Goldstein says the goal ofthe In testimony before the State
dents and eleven professors commission is to develop both Senate Finance and Assembly
representing each ofthe three long-term and short-term Ways and Means Committees .
schools. The commission is strategy to deal with the im- onFebruaryll,Reynoldssaid
charged with, among other pending cuts, which are sub- -me Executive Budgerreecm-
things, sustainingenrollment, jed to the approval of the,New Continued on page 5
Mattress Catches Fire at 23 Street Building
Security and Fire Department keep blaze from causing any damage
The last fire drill occurredon
November 21 in the 23 street
building. Nonetheless, onestu-
dent reflected that in her four
semesters in attendance at
Baruch, she only experienced
By Sue-Peng Chua .auditorium," dual purposed, to illuminate
A fire broke out behind the "Fire alarms were not set off the smokylhazy areas and to
stage in the auditorium of the throughoutthebuildingfor the . alert the hearing Impaired on
23rd Streetbuildingon Febru· reason that the minor fire had an emergency," says
ary 19,'causing smoke to rise been contained within a short McLaughlin. Once the smoke
to higher flocrsand interrupt- period of time. However, As- alarms are setoff, all elevators
ing evening classes. The fire, sistant Director of Security autom~tica1ly return 10 the
whiehstartedatapproximately Donald Barto was on the com- lobby while an emergency call
8 p.m., was caused by a eiga- munication system to repeat- is forwarded to a central fire
rettebuttcareiesslythrownon ed1yannouncethatthemewas station which monitors a spe-
a mattress-astage prop that under control.- said cific geographic Ioeation and
had been left there for about a McLaughlin. A student at the notifies-the fire. department;
year. scene claims not tohave heard Aa:or.ding to the fire depart-
_The fire was discovered by anything. McLaughlin re-: ment, it is the job of colleges
Mr. Quiroz, the ~leaning SUe spends, «Perhaps your source anduniversities toinstructand ..
pervisor of the buiJding. He is not accurate." train students with drills.
quickly notified the seeurity FiremanArt Mezzano ofLad- Dnl1s should be held at least
guards whothen calledtheFire der Co. 7 says "BarUch's fire three times each year.
Command Station and 911. . alarm system is good. For ex- McLaughlin says, "Fire drills
Fortunately, the fire was ex- ample, the sprinklers were al- are religiously heldforche day
tinguished by the automatic ready turned on by the heat and evenmgstudents once per
sprinklers 'before the when we got there." academic,sessionineach.ofthe
firefighters arrived.. ~e have fire extinguishe~; six builciiJlgs. There are also
, HenryJ. McLaughlin, direc- heatsensitivesprinklersanda weekly.m8intenancecheck.sDn ..
tor of securityt" says a -mat- manual pull box alannon ev- the fire &X:tinguishers and - :
tress fire· is 'a very smoky one ery floor. We have smoke de- strobeligJlts. The fire exit signs.
andthesmokewent.up 'tbro.ugh -. tectors thatsimultaneously 'and alamis are checkecidmly
the.ven~ngsystell)behjnd~e,"turo9J)~~ligh~t.hllj;·:b4~e.. ~(o~~p~l.~. ,... , r
one drill.
The last real fire occurred
about four .or five years ago
during renovations at the 360
Park AvenueJ30uth building.
Continued Dn page 3
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roll in a preventivedental care s:: .
. A»program, . ·Stu-Dent», spon· o
soredby the NewYork Univer- ~
sity School ofDentistry. COp·-.....
ies of brochures describing ~
these programs are available J\)
iIi Room 1702, 360 PAS, Room
527,46E. 26thStor Room 305)
155 E.24th St. Representa-
tives from Empire Blue Cross!
Blue Shield will beavailable to
answer questions form 12:30-
4:30 p.m., Thursday, March
12th in the Lobby of 155 E.
24th St.
Wanted: Student mentors to
be role modelsfor 5-8 year olds
two to three times a month at
the Family School, a small,
family, community-oriented
public school on 121st St. near
St. Nicholas Ave. It is open
after school and on serveral
evenings and weekends.
Please call the school director,
DavidLiben, at (212) 678-2869.
Because of computer mal-
functions, the regular publica-
tion scheduleofTheTickerhas
been alteredfdrthe remainder
of the spring semester. Our
next publication' dates and
deadlines are listed below. If
there· are any further ques-
tions, pleasecontactusat(212)
387-1182
Issue Date Deadline
March 23' March 17
April 6 March 31
Apn127 April 16
May 11 May5 '
We apologize for any mcon-
venience this may cause toour
readers and oar advertisers.
Student
'Mentors
.Ticker
Schedule
Make-up and Validation Ex-
ams
The Department ofMarketing
make-up and validations ex-
ams will takeplace onWednes-
day, March 11th. Exams can .
be taken at Room 814, 26th St.
2:00 - 4:00 p.m. or in Room
1908,360 PAS 5:00 -7:00 p.m,
Students must check the de-
partmental hullentin boards.
For more information contact
thp 'OP.~t. of MR.rkptinsr (212)
,. ., .. 44'1::3240~.,
Next Issue:
Ad Deadline:
offered' on March 12 and 19
from 5:00 - 7:00 p.m,
Health'
Insurance
Editorials:
Letters/ -Op-eds:
Perspectives:
Sports:
Accounting
Scholarship
Applications for the New York
State Society ofCertified Pub-
lic Accountants (NYSSCPA)
Excellence in Accounting
Scholarshipsarenowavailable
at colleges and universities
throughout New York State.'
The applications deadline is
M~y 1, 1992 and applications
must be submitted by the
school accounting department.
The NYSSCPA presents 40'
scholarship awards each year
as part of its continuing com-
mitment to assist talented stu-
dents in entering the profes-
sion. Recipients receive schol-.
arships of 1,250, awarded on
thebasisofacademicmeritand
financial need. To be consid-
ered for the full award, stu-
dents must have declared ac-
counting as a major) be enter-
ing their third or fourth year,
have a G.P.A of 3.0 or better
and be enrolled full-time (12
credits or more per semester).
Part-time students (six to 11.5
credits per semester) are eli-
gible for scholarshiips of $625
and must· meet all eligibilty
requirements. To receive an
Excellence in Accounting'
Scholarship application, con-
tact Baruch's accounting de-
partment or the financial aid
office, or can the Society at
(212) 973-8335.
College Prep
Initiative
Ray Charles
Profile
BaruchCollegeWomen ofColor
Network will be showing "Ray
Charles, Genius of Soul: A
Documentary Profile" Thurs-
day, March12, 1992at4South,
17 Lexington Avenue between
12:45 - 2:30 p.m. There will
also be a discussion with inde-
pendentproducer/film-rnaker,
Yvonne Smith.
Choosing a
Career
AnOpenForum todiscussthe
University's College Prepara-
tory Initiative (CPI) and its
implications for Baruch Col-
lege, will be held on Thursday,
March 12from 2:00 - 3:30 p.m.
in room 4 North, 17 Lexington Several options for voluntary
Avenue. At the forum Dean student group health insur-
Ronald Berkman from the ance are available to individu-
University's Central Adminis- als registered for Spring 1~2
tration will make a presenta- semester. Empire Blue Crossl
tionaboutCPIandapanel will Blue Shield offers two options
respond. The panel will be for full time undergraduateand
composed of, President graduate students.
Goldstein) Professor Susan Full and part-time graduate
Friedman of the Mathematics' students may also select a
Department, and Professor .. health insurance program de-
Edward Tucker ofthe Depart- signed by the National Asso-
ment of Natural Sciences. ciation of Graduate and Pro-
There will be ample opportu- fessional Students (NAGPS).
nity for comments and ques- A plan underwritten by John
tions from the floor. Hancock Mutual Life Insur-
ance Companyis open to inter-
estedpart-timeorfull-timestu-
dents. Students mar alos en-
Ifyou need some help in choos-
ing a major and a career, come
to a workshop on Exploring
Careers. During the Spring
semester, there will be four 2
session workshops in the Ca-
reerExplorationResource Cen-
ter at 36() PAS, Rm. 1709.
During ·these wor.kshops, you
willviewS.videotape,complete
selfassessment exercises, and
take a vocational interest In-
ventory. These are designed to
help you get a clearer idea
about what major or career
would be best for you. The
dates and times for the work-
shops are Club Hours, 12:30 .
2:30 p.m. on March 10 and 17.
An evening workshop will be
"----_....._-~~------ ~---_._---_ .... ~,",~ ...
-,
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Careers in
Teaching
The Placement Office for the
School ofLiberal Arts and Sci-
ence will hold a panel discus-
sion in careers on March 12 in
room 1604, 17 Lexington Av-
enue at 1:0Op.m. Guest speak-
ers will be Mr. Sam Cheung,
Recruitment Specialist NYC
Board of Education, Office of
. Recruitment) Personnel As-
. sessment & Licensing; Ms.
Robin Schlein, Coordinator of
CurricularGuidance, School of
Education and Educational
.Services; and Mr. Luis Colon,
representative from the Teach-
ers of Tomorrow Club. For
more information call PASS at
(212) 387-1370~
majoring in political science
who has attended Baruch on
and off since the late '70s) won
the trip when her name was
drawn from a box filled with
entries. The drawing was con-
ducted by Wilson and wit-
nessed by staff from the Stu-
dent Activities Office and by
The Ticker.
"Thisis reallyverynice,I)says
Blaize, who works full time as
a legal secretary. . She says
that when she entered the
drawing, she "didn't.even think
maybe" 'she would win.
"There's hope yet in winning
the Lot to."
: BTaizesays··the·'trip·willbe··-
especiallymeaningful sinceshe
and her husband will be cel-
ebrating their 20th wedding
anniversary this year. "It's
worthalotforme," shesays. "I
mean, I· deserve it because I
really put in a lot of time at
schoo1."
She began attending college
nearly 20 years agoat Howard
University. After graduating
from Baruch, the proud Afri-
canAmericanwoman willprob-
ably attend graduate school to
study Human Resource Man-
agement. "I want to be a part
of the solution," she says.
Continued from front page
The fire was on the 12th floor,
but at that time the floor did
not belong to Baruch.
In the case ofa true fire) one
should go to the pull hex to
sound the alarm, which not
onlyalerts thesecuritybutalso
the fire department immedi-
ately.
McLaughlin says to be aware
offire exits. Hit is determined
that there is a fire, go to the
stairwells. If the door is hot,
don't open it, «for the fear of
feeding the fire." Don't panic
and do listen for further direc-
tions. "Never run into an el-
evator, for itmightbe drawn to
the floor where the fire maybe,
in which case, you win be
manuallyloweredto thelobby,"
says McLaughlin.
Fire at
·23rd. St.
BeA
Mentor
Gall Blaize, graduating senior, Is setto goon I free cruise
Evening Student Wins
$1,200 Lexicon Cruise
To the Caribbean
By Rafael A Olmeda
When Gail Blaize finally
graduatesfrom BaruchCollege
in June, she'll be taking more
thana yearbook, capandgown.
She and her husband will be
taking a Caribbean cruise,
courtesy of Yearbook Associ-
ates, the company contracted
to produce the 1992 edition of
Lexicon.
According to Delandro Wil-
son, editor of this year's Lexi-
con, the $1,200 value trip was
made available by Yearbook
Associates as an incentive for
seniors to take their yearbook
photos and to purchase thebOOk..· .. -. .-. .--'
Blaize, an evening student
If you're
interested,
contact
Zelphia Phillips
Make a
Difference
718-604-2055
c:.-"\.'
To Elementary
and Junior High
School Students
Target
Education
By Farah Gehy
Ifthe board oftrustees ofthe
City University of New York
passes their new proposed by-
laws, CUNY will face major
shifts in power, as early as
next year.
At the requests of Chancel-
lor W. Ann Reynolds and Vice
Chancellor for StudentAffairs
Robert Diaz, CUNY plans to
have a firmer hand on the Col-
lege Associations-.
Reynolds and Diaz have
asked the board to consider
adding amendments to board
bylaw section 16.5. This move
will give majority control back
to administrators andfaculty.
. Baruch College Association
Inc. handles all student fees
and has a board of directors
where the majority ofthemem-
bers are students.
As they stand, the bylaws
state that the disci pli nary com-
mittees on each CUNY cam-
pus are composed of three fac-
ulty and three student mem-
bers chosen from a panel ofsix
faculty and students elected
yearly by that campus's fac-
ulty and student bodies.
The proposed changes would
compose oftwofacul tyand two
students selected in the same
manner. In the current by-
laws the chairpersonisselected
by the committee while in the
proposed bylaw the chairper-
son will be appointed by the
president of the college.
.Another change is that in the
bylaw the committee as whole
decides on all issues but the
proposed bylaw states that the
chairperson has the exclusive
power to rule on all essential
issues and directs the course of
meetings.
All theses changes will affect
the way student activities fees
will be handled in the future.
In a memo to the Board., Diaz
wrote, "Ithasbecome clear that
the college association as pres-
ently composed with a major-
ity of students, impede the
University in the exercise of
its ffiduciary obligations." He
further states, "The CollegeAs-
sociation shall disapprove any
allocations or expenditures it .
finds inappropriate or im-
proper."
Rita Rodin, from the Office
of University Relations at
CUNY, elaborateson the terms
inapropriate and improper.
Money will only be allocated to
activities which are education-
ally related and safe.I)
The move comes after much
public incidents concemingthe
University. The incident of
the misuse of funds by Jean
Lamarre, president. of the
Uninversity Student Senate,
Continued on page 5
their standardsofelection and
do background checks on
people running."
Allison Leungyuen, a stu-
dent, says, "They shouldn't
eliminate it. They shouldhave
more control overseeingwhat's
. "going on.
LaMarre could not be
reached for comment.
CUNY Plans to
Change College
Associations and
.Disciplinary
Procedures
tually fall back-but they can't
eliminate it. It is a legal orga-
nization."
Ananonymoussource~eed
with Davis. The source says
that CUNY cannot and will
noteliminatethe Senate. "'!bey
are just rearranging it to cre-
ate a new USS.~
Freshman Shirley Galvez
says, "I don't think they should
eliminate it, even though .
there's a history of abuse. It
doesn'tmeanthateveryone will
abuse it. I'm sure they do a lot
ofgood with the money. I don't
know what they do but I'm
sure theydo, and I'msuresome
good comes out of it."
Donald Trail) freshman, says
"It doesn't affect me. I really
haven't seen what they do.
Look what he did with all that
.power. I do care ifwhat they do
is going to affect things down
the line. They should change
' ....
'1
-(:'-"
'",
!'
To schedule an appointment
Clip the coupon below.
11 to 1.
The activity fees for this se-
mester have already been col-
lected. The revisions won't go'
into effect until next semester,
but theBoardhasroade areso-
lution which states that the
money already collected could
not. be spent ~thout the
administration's approval.
Lavonda Davis, president of
. the Day Session Student Gov-
emmentandVice ChairofFis-
cal Affairs of the Senate, says
that there are Vice Chairs who
are dedicatedto theirpositions
who will work, even if their
stipends are suspended. She
said, regarding LaMarre,
"There is a Chair that has not
beenrepresentingthe students
of CUNY. CUNY is suffering
under the lack of leadership."
"They cannot eliminate the
organization, they can elimi-
natethefi.mding~dwe'11even-
.LaMarre's spendings were
made public' in September
when theStudentLedaerNews
Service published an account
statingthatLaMarrehad spent
over $400,000ineightmonths.
Anauditrevealedquestionable
expenditures totalling$85,000.
Effective July 1, the Board
has suspended stipends to the
chairperson and the eight vice
chairpersons of the Senate.
The stipends total $42,000 a
year. LaMarre, a graduating
senioratBrooklyn College, was
paid $7,500 last year.
LaMarre, an ex officio mem-
ber of the board of trustees,
voted against the suspension
of the sti~nj}~.~The vote was
- - --~. -------~-------------------
Address
-----------------------
People Like You
Are Countin C On
People Lr ~¥c\u ...
Phone ( ). _
I I
: Wednesday, March 11, 1992 Appointment Times: ;
I 9:30am--2:45pm First Choice: II Second Choice: _
Third Choice: I
I Return to: I
L
1 Baruch College Student Activities Center--Room 104. Box 541. 387-1170 I
-------------------~----------------~
. . '.
.Wednesday, March 1 ,1992
9:30am--2:45pm
Student Activities Center
137 E. 22nd Street, 2nd Floor
Each day, more than 2,000 units of blood are needed for patients in
New York area hospitals. These patients won't have a fighting chance' for
survival without this blood. Blood cannot be stored, nor can it be manufac-
tured. It comes from people. People like you. You can help'
Give us an hour of your time. In return you'll get a mini-physical, juice,
coffee, and cookies and the satisfaction of knowing that you have helped to
save another persons life. .
zip code
2
C\Ig By Farah Gehy ..'
"'": The board of trustees of theen' " .,.'
.c ~ty University of New York
~ voted on Feb. 24 to
:E suspend an $.85 per semester
activities fee allocation to the
University Student Senate.
The role of the USS is to
represent students on the
board oftrustees and to lobby
for student issues.
The USS received the $.85
from each student attending
CUNY as part oftheirstudent
activity fees. There are more
than 200,000 students attend-
ing CUNY colleges, and the
USS reels in an average of
$170,000 per year.
-USS--Chairman Jean_C.
I CUNY Board Votes to
~
<D ".~Eliminate USS Funding
.' -' .
- ~ '''-- ,,~. - •.. , -C'c'-_' _. __ ~ __ ,._.,~ :,,:,-,:.~._,_'.,_. -._...•-,.-----'~~~=::=-:-:::=:::::
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before the CCNY incident."
In addition to these changes,
the association will also bring
in outside auditors to account
for money, something never
done before.
The Board will vote on this
issue March 30 and will hold
public hearings on the 16th.
Write for The Ticker
It's That Simple
212-387-1182
CUNY Policy Changes
Continued from page 2
and the CCNY incident which
killednine. Rodin states, "Jean
Lamarre and the CCNY inci-
dent had nothing to do with it.
The Board has been looking at
it [the proposal] since the fall.
We sent a memo regarding it
on December 16, two weeks
....
~Baree; ExfJlorationa Resource Center
360 Park Avenue South-Room 1709 .
212-447-3527
• Learn how to use
this computerized
career guidance program.
• Learn more about
yourself and careers.
12::30--2:30 pm
Fe b r u ar-y 25, March 24 &
April 14
HOOll1 1709
:HiO Park Averruc South
Attention Candidates
Register Now. If you don't participate in this debate, you might
as well not run. To register, call Farah Gehy at 212-387-1182
TIle Debate will be held on April 9, 1992 during club hours.
Further information will be made available upon registration.
Sponsored ~y The Ticker and WBMB
Ifyou are planning to run for President or Vice President of the .
Day Session Student Government, contact The Ticker and
register for the DSSG Presidential Debate. 1bi~ will be your
best opportunity to speak to the students ofBaruch College and
let them know where you stand.
(At 360 Park Ave So. Room 1709)
Today's Special
Exploring
Careers
A TWO-SESSION WORKSHOP
_* View a Video Tape
* Do a Self-Assessment Exercise
*Take a Career Interest Test
12:30pm - 2:30pnz
Feb. 20th & Feb. 27th, ,1992
Mar. 10th & Mar. 17th, 1992
Apr. 30th & May 7th, 1992
5:00pm - 7:00pm
Mar. 12th & Mar. 19th~ 1992
*8ring your own lunch,
We provide the information!
Baruch Faces $4 Million Cut
Continued from front page serve on this committee, with
mendations -seriously under- equalrepresentationfrom day,
mine our capacity to carry out evening and graduates.
our mission as we would like." -vie will get through this as
She tolclthe legislature that an institution that is whole,"
CUNY has already been hit Goldstein says,addingthatthe
hard in recent years. "How reasonhe decided not tohave a .
many more students do we student on the larger commis-
crowd into already over- sion was to avoid packing it
crowdedelassrooms, and how with every constituency.
many will we have towatch get Day SessionStudentGovern-
forced out of college and onto ment President Lavonda
streets already ravaged by un- Davis, who was present at the
employment, drugs and March 4 briefing, disagrees.
crime?" she asked. J "In crder for there to be a con-
CUNYhas dealt c1oseto $7 sensus, there should be a col-
million in budget cuts since lective effort for the students
1988 (from over $53 million to and the facuItyand adminis-
just over $46 million), accord- tration toconsolidatetheirsug-
ing to the External Relations gestions, ideas and opinions
Office. Goldstein says that the that would benefit the entire
new cuts, in addition to a $1. BarochCommunity,"shesays,
million cut implemented two also noting that she did not
months ago, constitute a agree with Goldstein's view of
greater fiscal difficulty than the students as a "constitu- emergency measu
re would
the previous cuts. Baruch has ency." mean that "not al
l programs
been cut to the bone, he says. Goldstein says he is not cer- will be treated equally."
"I thinkwe're gettingintomar- tainhowthecutswillbeimple- One idea he men
tioned for
row now." mented or what programs will saving money was the
possi-
A secondary committee has be hurt, but that he will be the bility of revamping the "gri
d"
alsobeensetupforstudentsto one who makes the ultimate Baruch uses to
schedule
letthe largercommissionknow decisions howhow much is cut classes. Presently
, Baruch
how they feel. The student from where. He reiterated classes are primari
ly held on
committee will report to Vice during the meeting that he Monday through T
hursday,
President for Student Devel- wanted to maintain a three- with relatively fe
w Friday
opment Samuel Johnson, and .school structureat the College, classes. By chang
ing this,
will be informed regularly of a vow he made in an interview Goldstein hopes, it wi
ll be
the largercommission'sactions early last semester when he easier for faculty t
o schedule
and have the opportunity to said he did net favor eliminat- classes and for stud
ents to get
offer recommendations. The ing the School of Education out of College in fou
r years.
students have not been chosen and Educational Services.' .,. "There is every rea
sonto 00-
yet, but according to Johnson~ He mentioned also that re- lieve that '92-'93 is not the last
they will be selected bythe end trenchrnent is a real possibil- year we'll receive budget
cuts,"
ofthis week. Six students will ityfor CUNY,andthat such an Goldstein warns.
.,
They
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The Office of Counseling And Psychological Services can help you Achieve Your Goals
A.) ACHIEVING SUCCESS THROUGH LESS STRESS (Mr. P. Tribaudi)
~;. Thursday: March 12, 1992; 12:45 :2:15.PM .'
A fun and very' s_oothing workshop tha will help you to learn relaxation techniques and inc
rease your overall success
potential.
H.) MANAGING TRANSITIONS (Dr. S.8. Tien)
Thursday; march 5, 1992; 12:45 - 2:00 PM
In today's ~i~hly competitive world, change is a fact .oflife.- -!fiiS ,:or~shop-will focus on themariagerrient or change as
It Impacts on the college years, career cholce.relationshlps and the transition to adulthood
.
F.) EXPLORING CAREERS
In these 2 - session workshops, students will learn what it takes, to make a good decision abo
ut majors and careers.
will view a videotape, take a vocational test and discuss issues of concern. All workshops he
ld 12:30 - 2:30 PM
Series A: '(Dr. T~ .Heris) .
-Thursdays: February 20th and Februry 27, 1992
(Dr. P. Imbimbo)
-Tuesdays: March 10 and May 17, 1992
(Dr. T. Heris)
-Thursdays: April 30th and May 7, 1992
Series B:
Series c.
4
B.)ASIAN STUDENTS WORKSHOP (Dr. W.D~ Cheng)
_. Thursday; March 26, 1992; 12:45 -2:15 PM
Personal adjustment and growth - focusing, specifically on Assertivness Training and Communication Skills.
c.) ASSERT YOURSELF ART (Dr. E. Soto)
Thursdays: April 2, and April 9, 199~; 12:45 - 2:15 PM
In this 2 - session workshop, we will use art to help you speak better with friends, classmates a
nd family. Especially
helpful for those who want to improve their ability to communicate about themselves and
with others.
G.) LIFE SKIL'S FOR TE 90'S (Dr. J. Ruffin)
-Developing Intimate relationships and Safe Sex Practices
Thursday; April 9, 1991;
1:00 - 2:30 PM; Globus Lounge; 360 park Avenue South; Room 1704
Come to see a Y~i~eo o~ coll~ge st~dents and sex; assess your level of risk for sexually transmitted diseases (STD's); and
participate In a discussion of how to develop intimate relationships and safe sex practices.
D.) DISCOVER WORKSHOPS (Dr~ P. Imbimbo)
. Tuesdays: February 25th, March 24th, and April 14-, 1992; 12:45- 2:00 PM
Learn how to use the DICOVER computerized carreer guidance program. Learn more about y
ourself and your career
options.
E.) ENTREPRENEUR WORKSHOP (Ms. B. Nivens)
Thursday; March 26,1992; 12:45 -2:15 PM
Learn how totake YOlJT business from idea to opening, Learn the business mechanics: Business
Plan, form (single
proprietorship, partnership, corporation), insurance, etc. Fid out where to get help 'such asminority resources.
Call (212) 447 - 3521; 9AM - 5 PM
1.) TEST AND MATH ANXIETY VIDEO PRESENTATION (Mr. P. Tribaudi)
Tuesday, May 5,1992; 12:45 - 2:15 PM
Avideo presentation and informal discussion will cover strategies to help you reduce you
r test and math anxity.
Participants must come to Room 1737 prior to the day of the career workshop to register!
....
Q)
~ . The Baruch College of counseling and psychological Services has a staffof experienced and professionally trained psycholo-
~ gists and counselors wh~ can help help. Services are provided free of cost to all Baruch students. Every student's contact with
e the office is strictly confidential!
0)
s:
~
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:E
RESERVE YOUR SPACE!!!
(1)--------:------:------------------- ....:..-0 _
~Q)
Z
All Workshops will meet in the Office of Counseling and Psychological Services, unless o
therwise noted.
Counseling and Psychological Services
Room 1731 Monday through Friday 9 AM - 5 PM
360 Park Avenue South Evening hours are available
(between 25th and 26th St.) By appointment only
....
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,tHOW UNCOUTH!"
may sound, surviving docu-
ments of this period describe
these phenomenons like the
Bible describes the miracles of
Jesus,
There is also the case of the
ruined cities of.theBolivian
andPeruvian Plateaus. These
cities, which are said tobe over
thirtytllous8ndyears~ld,have
a complex network of paved
roads,long~fore.thesupposed
invention of the wheel.
Anotherexampleofpast tech-
nology is the 716 hieroglyphic
"Contrary to what
we were taught in
school, the further
back we go in his-
tory, the more ad-
vanced civilization
used to be. "
i@%:i¥'ki%;; ;:"i~1 The Revoiutionary Generation
~}~:~:~0~)~::::' ,.
>,,:,,»,,'.':':" ~
,........•..:·~! ,~~t~:Bac·k· TO The F·u·ture~
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mented peoples of the world, I\)
the same ones who. are now
consideredprimitive. To putit
differently, whatisnowknown
as "Third World" was once the
first world. Just six thousand
years .~.while Europeans
were still :~~ng in the caves
and hillsides.ofwest Asia (Eu-
rope), seienee and philosophy
flourished m such places as
Ethiopia,Mabia, India, China,
and CentrilfAmerica; or what
historianscall the Brown Belt
of the globe.
At this moment, a historical
process that is relevant to this
topic needs tobe mentioned. It
is that of cultural regression,
the process whereby a people
gradually loses the knowledge
ofits technology. For example,
all the tribes ofAfrica south of
the Sahara Desert (with the
exception of Mbuti, or
"pygmy"tribes) can trace their
origin to the high cultures of
Kamit and Nubia. This ex-
plains whywe, the descendents
of high cultures, are not pres-
ently able to live like we used
to in the past..
Our civilizations six thou-
sand years ago wereat such an
advanced state thatthey must
havebeenderivedfrom an even
more advanced wor1dthat pre-
ceded them. Since the archi-
tecture and otl1er componeats
-()f~Jiea~e~t"!i~dw~i-ebiitea--_n
on natural laws and products
(unlike the artificial and pol-
luted Western ci~lization),
their molecules eventually
went back into the cycle ofna-
ture, which is why archaeolo-
gists can only find the remains
Continued on page 7
The opinions expressed on the Op-Ed pages are those of the individual writers, and do not
necessarily represent the opinions of The Ticker editorial staff. The Ticker accepts only
typewritten and· signeq opinion pieces of not more than 750 words from8anJch College
students. Publication of {)JrEds is contingent upon an editorialboard vote. Letters must be
.no more than 350 words and signed. Names will be withheld upon request. Address all
pieces to the Op-Ed Editor. '
Roger PudJin
pnmary•
Get Out The
Vote!
Register for
your party's
Somebody, Anybody, Validate Me
To The Editor
I need a Spring 1992 validated I.D. sticker now on my new
Baruch LD. ca.rdor else I can't go to the museum ofmodern art
for free. Does every Baruchstudent know thathe or she can get
in free with a validated I.D. ? . '.
Also, without the validation date on the cards, Baruch stu-
dents will notbe able to get the $7.50 Cineplex Odeon Ticketsfor
movies at student discount rate:Of $4.50. I recommend to
students toget Someo~efrom the Automobile ClubofAmerica to
lend you their membership cards.. They are" honored at the
Loew's Theaters.
Farone thing, the ACAdiscount lets you buy ten tickets for
$4 each. That is a savings offifty cents over the Oineplex Odeon
Tickets Baruch students get. AC'.A. also enables you to get
United Artists tickets at below the Baruch discount rate too,
Finally, instead ofbuying music tickets at a discount from the
Baruch College Student Center, just go to the Julliardbox office
at 65th St. and Broadway from 11 a.m. to'6 p.m. and get Free
Tickets.
A Heart Felt Thanks
~. ,;·;.;,:.··rii..·· ..~;" =:;::::i;;:;'.' w..:-:-$:~ ~::;:-:M w ~ffi...,
ByShameekSupremeADah .
«As it was in the beginning,
so shall it be in the end."
This famous revelation sum-
marizes the direction 'that hu-
manity is going in history. If
only the so-called «minority"
college students really under-
stood·tbisfact, they would be a
great asset totheir people, and
to the world in general. At
present, they are .mere pawns
in a game they do not under-
stand.
Once again, The Ticker is
ticking like a time bomb with
information that is set to blow
the minds oftheir readers.
Before a bullet leaves the
chamber, thehammer must be
To The Editor pulledbackandreleased. Only
Weextend heart felt thanks to the many people who contrib- then will the bullet have the
uted to the success ofAfrican American History Month 1992at power to reachits target. Simi-
Baruch College. larly, for a people to have a
In addition to the clubs of African Descent, CSTEP Club, successful future, it has to 00-
National Association of Black Accountants, Students for Stu- come aware of its past and
dents, Society for Human Resource Management, Student Cen- assess its achievements in his-
ter Program Board, Phi BetaSigrna, West Indian Cultural Club, tory. Onlythenwill this people
Table Tennis Club, Day Session Student Government, Evening have theabilityandconfidence
SessionStudent Government. to properly move forward.
Campus offices and departments: Contrary to what we were stone disks recently found by
Office of Student' Development, Office of Student Activiti es,' taught in school, the further archaeologists in the Bayen-
Office ofthe President, Dir.ector ofSecurity and the staff,Office back we go inhistory, the more Kara-Ula mountains ofChina.
of Campus Planning, Audio Visual Department, Custodial and advanced civilization used to These disks, dated to be twelve
Maintenance Staff, English Department, Black and Hispanic be. A good example ofthis fact thousand years old, contain a
studies department, External Relations, and the Accounting is the ancient Kamitians' (the large amount ofcobalt that vi-
Services Unit, original name for Egyptians) brate with such an unusual
The Following Professors: y system of'spiritual culrivation, rhythm thatRussian scientists
..ArtP.~T.~w:j.!J~M_a;rg§1~~sOn:1 ~~l.itl.d'ra .Towns Bobbie Pollard, When.tb.e...Gteeks..fu:s_t._arriY.iA...__ ,CQoc]u.de)lutt they.were partof
.Cecelia ~Cal], JaniceRuff~'ear;-ri;-Cb~:f~~~rl'F~key,~'in northeast AfHea--to acquire an electricalcii'euit..
Ms. Gloria Paulus and Ms. Pat O'Conner. the knowledge to develop their There is enough of ancient
The following department chairpersons: philosophy, they called that glory to fill volumes. Asignifi-
Juanita Howard, Sociology, John Todd, English, Donald Smith, .region the "Land ofthe Gods," cant point that needs noting
Education, Thomas Frazier, History. so amazed were they of the here is the fact that the above
The following administrators: feats of the spiritual masters mentionedcivilizationsand the
President Goldstein, Vice President Samuel Johnson, Dr. Bert of the pyramid and temple othersofremoteantiquitywere
Hansen, Dr. Carl Aylman and Mrs Phylis Freeman. mysteries. As incredible as it all the products of the pig-
We thank The Ticker and The Reporter for assisting us in
publicizing the months activities. And the many students, staff
and faculty too numerous to list and most important, the audi-
ences who graced our events with their presence.
The following members of the African American History
Month Committee:
Marcia Boman,Onika Celstine, Clairsa Clay, Nicole Daniels,
Rohan DeFritas, Sabrina Desruisseau, Robert Elia, Marlon
Grant, SimonHerelle, KenlyJohn,<>LilaJohnson, Michelle Jones,
Martena Johnson, Daphne Leroy, Shelma Lynch, Ann-Gail
Paul, Shirley Pierre, Adrien Percy, Kurt Skeete, Sean St. RMe,
Claudine,St.Rock, DeniseTuzo, Lois Williams, AnthonyHarvey.
In Unity There is Strength-Without Struggle There is No
Pr~~ .
As our South African Brothers and Sisters say « A Luta
Continum" (the struggle continues)
Michelle Payne and Stacey-Ann Foster
Coordinators for African American History Month. 1992
-,
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preserve programs which best serve our students,
sustain enrollment,
RE: Charge to the Presidential Commission
As ~u ~, Baruch is facing a severe reduction in resources for 1992-93, with the likelihood
that I~Jted budgets may continue beyond thaL While the numbers won't be definite until after
the legJSlaturc aets, next year'. cut for Baruch might possibly run as high as four million dollars.
In respo~ to this chalJcnge, I have established, in consuhation with the Baruch Faculty Senate,
a Commission of eleven professors and our three Vice Presidents. The faculty commission
members are professors Martin ,Benis (AcanmtaDcy), Paula Bergren (EnglisJl). Virgil H. Bird
(An), June E. O~eilJ (Eamomics~ Fuwx:e), Ahlin N. Puryear (Management), David
Rachman (Marketmg), Dona1d H. ~m.ith (Education), Mildred R Stansky (Law), Marx
Wartofslcy (Philosophy), Don Watkins (Education), and Cynthia H. Whittaker (History). John
McGarraghy will serve as chair.
find new efficiencies in program delivery.
TO: The Baruch College Community
FROM: Matthew GOldstein "'¥r
m~mize a~demic: offerings for our students while maintaining sufficient support
SCrvlCCS for improved retention and sustained progress to graduation.
maintain an lcademic environment supportive of both teaching ~nd research, and
> secure the widest possible consensus as we make these diff'1CU1t decisions..
Our making pbns for presc:rvin& the CoUqe's vitality under inc:reasin&lY ticbl budgd constraints
does not mean that we accept die StaJc's level of fuIIdin& as rea1istic for our mission. Nor does it
mean that.we are putting aside our efforts to~_~~of f1mdin& to help mainwn the
Col;::gc'.s academic progtU1IJ and its student suppJl1 services. .
The Commission- is beinl:asked to develop short-Icnn options before the end Clf April. In working
'0 develop both ideas for clwtge and a consensusof support for them. it is expected that the
Commission will dr.aw upoG the ideas and energies Clf as wide a cross-scaion of faculty. staff. and
students as po$sible. .
maintain our three-school structure,
Al my reque't, Vice President Samuel Johnson has convened a panel of studcslt leaders to meet
during the Commission's work for rqular consultation and effective communication of students'
ideas and concerns.
I have also established several small task forces, each consisting of one faculry member and one or
two administr.ative·staff members. to quicldy review options for change in seJected functional areas
of College administr2tion. These reviews are cIesi&J1ed to help me in developing cost-saving
measures and improve efficicDcy, but the reports win also be made available 10 the Commission.
The areas under review include business-services charge backs; class schedule, classroom utilization.
and registr.ation: continuinc studies; counseling services; publications, recruitment, and advertising;
and student work ptoeJ'UlS aDd &J3duaI.c assistantships.
I am charging~ Commission with the responsibility of developing options for short- and long-
term change WIthin Baruch College, which win enable us to:
March 4, 1992
Despite our fisal diffICUlties and the pressure to let vezy quiclcly. I have CXlnfidcnce in the energy,
intelligence, and good will we have at Buuch, and] know we will walher the prcxnt storm and
continue to be a vital and wdI-Rspeclied CoUqe.
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~Sorry sir, we didn't mean to intrude
0)
~ Baruch College President, Matthew Godstein, offer suggestions. . .
~ has set up a commission to deal with how we Not that Goldstein hasleft st~dents entirely
e shouldhandle our impendingbudget crisis. The out of the process. Our role m the ~tudent
~ commission will be looking at long term and advisory committee is noted. However, smce the
short term strategies, to counter the effects of students must report to Vice Pr~si?en~Samuel
four straight years ofbudget cuts. These cuts Johnson,' and not to the comnnssion Itself we
affect everyone at the college, faculty, adminis- .' cannotbelpbutfeel' second class.. We see no
tration and students. need for such a buffer zone. . .
The four million dollar cutback we will be We understand how Goldstein could feel that
receiving next year will be the most crippling to student representation is not necessary, since
date, not only because of its timing but also student apathy Isat such an all time high, ~at
because ofits magnitude. It seems fair to reason no one see~ to want to protest about~yt~ng,
that President Goldstein's commission would not even then-own futures. Although this IS not
adequately represent everyone affected. the time to point fingers and blame people, it is
Goldstein, however, appears to feel that his the time to ask where are those who are respon-
commission should not be "packed with con- sible for organizing and motivating students. .
stituencies." He says this because there are no The DaySession Students Government, a body
studentsinhis commission. While weagree that elected to represent students' interests, has been
these are difficult times and that the college as remarkably silentduring the earlyphasesofo~
a whole must stick together, we cannot accept present conflict. We have no desire. to trade
beingrelegated to the position ofa nearconstitu- insults with the DSSG, but the time has came to
ency. On the contrary, we are not only the _ask for some kind ofaction. Weare all very b~sy
Iifebloodof'the campus, butwe are the reason for people. We believe students can and must umte
its existence. Even ifno student has a vote on to be sure that not only the college administra-
this veryimportant commission, whose mission tion but the State hears our call and our cry.
we wholeheartedly endorse, we strongly recom- yve cannot sit silent while our University is
mend that the President allow at least one ravaged.
student to observe the committees actions and
-.
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Il.o.: How are you going to do
in this class?
Continued on·page 14
graduate assistant to the
StUdent center. The project's
purpose is to try to encourage
studentandfacultyinteraetion
outside the formal classroom
setting. "To dehumanize
college a little bit more 'and
. take it away from the subway
school 'were everybody comes,
Continued on page 14
right. And there's Dr. (Jim) A.L.: It stinksbecause I was on
Perrone (head of disabled tbe runway when this
student services).. He' happened,' you know. I had
personally carne out here ~nd three classes to go, and I was
visited me, to see that I was not registered for all ofthem, Sol.
Qeliriou~ly sa:Yi~gt-;f;~t--t.e; ...-. j~tieelfrust7:ated:-Iwa~iitO- - .
take acourse.' He saw that I get it over with. Get me out of
can take a course. And he sat this, God! (laughs). College is
here, on his own time. It's supposed tobe four years. I'm
really good to see that the at five and a half. I'm going on
administration cares at six. I'm too old for this. I feel
Baruch. I'm impressed. like the eternal student.
RO.: What was it that made
you decide to take a class?
You're going to graduate.
were "born" as
faculty.
Students
complain that
the amount 0
money given
have lunch i
not enough
Alyman
commente
that a studen
and facult
interactingove
a meal eithe
talk about t
academi
subject matte
or sports 0
anything els
that is inter
esting. He also
said that "it's
not a question ofwhat you eat,
it's a question of the company.
you keep."
Since the "Take a Faculty
Member to Lunch- project
started,in spring '91, about50 ~
to 60 students have been
through it. The creators ofthe
program were Alyman and
CbristinaMartine~lastyear's
I'm Okay'
AL.: I've got tosay something.
President Goldstein is really
an unbelievableperson. I never
met him. But what he's done
for me, you know- the guy "is
in charge of 15,000.student$,
andhe personally made phone
calls to my house. Inever
expected that. I would never
haveevenbotheredca1linghim.
He came to us. That guy is all
AL.: Oh no! Trouble.
T.S. : President (Matthew)
.Goldsteincalled and..,
R.O.: Whose decision was it,
about you taking classes?
R.O.: I don't think anybody
would have guessed that this
semester you'd be registered,
butyou're takingclasses. What
course are you taking now?
Tim Stark: He's in Marketing
57pO with Professor (Steven)
Schnaars.
Hey Teach, how 'bout a slice?
.
AL.: Hold it, Tim. You're
telling me that the person who
wrote the book...
R. 0.: The person -who wrote
.the book is your professor.
By Kathryn Garcia
If the idea of inviting a
professor to lunch has ever
crossed your mind, "Idea
Factory" will give you the
bucks..
The "Take a Faculty Member
to Lunch" project, which is
sponsored by "Idea Factory",
provides students With a $10
per person incentive to take
their most respected and
admired professor to lunch so
that students and professors
cangetbetteracquainted, have
-a much closer relationship or
simply to acknowledge that
professor for his/her help.
"Nobody does i~ Teachers
aren't close enough to the
students." Said Kevin Crespi,
president of PR.I.D.E.. But
according to Aggie
Panagoulias,coordinatorofthe
program, ifstudentshave such
an attitude then it must also
wearout on the teachers. Carl
Alyman, director of Student
Life, said that students have
. the idea that faculty members
are nonhuman, that
somewhere along the line they
B.D.: It's a grear group. You
get a lot from them?
AL.: Yeah, forget about it. Let'
me explain something.
Everybody pays 50 bucks in
student fees. You might as
wen take advantage of it. If
you don't, some other stupid
dubs will that don't do
anything. The AM.A. does
things, and they get rewarded.
We go on one big trip every
semester, and let me tell you
~, it's a blast.
R.O.: Give us your A.M.A.
.stories.
AL.: Every Tuesday is A.M.A.-
day. You know, if you go to
Baruch, it sucks. Life sucks.
Stinks. There's nothing to do.
They don't care about
socializing. You've got to _do
something. Join a c1ublike the
A.M.A. It makes it like a
college, whereas you could sit
there with your thumb upyour
ass. going through the classes.
This school stinks. Join ac1ub,
like the AM.A.) like I did. It
totally-turned things.around,
You' got people,' mends you
meet, 50 'or 60 people. And
then other clubs share the
office. All these.people to talk
to, It's always a laugh.. HI did
it allover again, I would have -
joined earlier. Ijoinedbecause
ofmy resume. And then there
were girls in theclub, so I hung
around. Real cool.
AL.: rve got to lau~utit.
I'mjustcooped up in this room.
It's good to see people, you
know, old friends from school.
And new friends.
'D' ,. ",Vl: ' . .
.. on t wcorr'y
Wounded student Andrew Laxan;
upper senior, is taking classes and
wants to graduate.
R.0.: Butyou'relaughinga lot.
Some of your best lines came
tonight.
Andrew La:zan : Hello Baruch
College. .
Rafael A Olmeda: I think we
can do this whole interview in
four words- hew do you feel?
g
AL.: I'll put it this way. You
know, from what I was to what
I am now is a world of
difference. But at least now I
feel like ahuman being. Before
I didn't. I couldn't function. I
couldn't really comprehend
anything. My friends who are
visiting me have told me,
'remember when I came?' I
don't remember. I only
remember the last month. I
feel good now. I feel normal.
Well, actually, I wouldn't say
normal. I've got tubeshanging
out of me (laughs).
Andrew Lazan has been
hospitalized since he was shot
last Octoberandleftparalyzed.
He is currently at Booth
Memorial Hospital in Queens.
Lazan, a former writer for The
Ticker and a vice president for
. the Baruch College Chapter of
the American Marketing
Association.
Lazan agreed to an interview
with RafaelA Olmeda, editor-
in-chief of The Ticker. Also
present were Managing Editor
Rafael Martinez and AMA .
President Tim Stark. Lazan is
a senior at Baruch. He is
currently enrolled in a
marketing class and has two
clos ses to go before he
graduates.
(Left to right) Andr. Lazan, AUPresIcIeirtTlmStlik,-arkfik)nP8IIlzzl
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so on will be for debate only. It
will be a question of race war
and heartache.
Let the South Africans get
their act together. No invita-
tions should be issued to their
sports teams until they learn
how to play the game ofracial
equality. I have no desire to
listen to my favorite game and
hearabout SouthAfrican play-
ers; then no announcer could
paint a truly joyous word pic-
ture forme.
dent de Klerk's reforms are
being challenged by referen-
dum. Though he has been ten-
tative, the opposition party
would' see:rrringly move full
steam ahead in the other di-
rection. A lost with the refer-
endum win presage new elec-
tions', which would very easily
bring the more militant
Afrikaners into power, Then
this question about cricket
games, orOlympicboycottsand
Back To The Future
Continued from page 7 needed to bring about a new
of past civilizations that are improve world. Like the an-
relatively recent on the his- dent Kamitian masters, we
torical time scale. have to cultivate our mind and
Then came the global holo- liberate it from self-destruc-
caust. Ancient documents tive Western thoughts andval-
abound in accounts ofbarbar- ues. Day by day, the reality of
ians coming from West Asia the world is reaching us
and reducing their nations to through the hardships that we
utter ruin. These people in- face. With the knowledge of
vaded Asia and Africa, raped truth and reality in-our mind,
and intermingled with the we can use its full potential to
women that they found (which - build a natural and high-tech-
is why we find so many shades nology civilization that this
of color in the E8.$i) and stole world cannot hope to match,
the scienceandriches that they Psychologists often mention
came across. These stolen that we fail to use over 90 per-
items form the foundation of cent of our intelligence. But
Western civilization. our innate potential, .which
Today the barbarian descen- built the glorious civilizations
dants continue to plunder our in the past, is like a seed that
lands, for the fact remains that needs nurturing for eventual
the so-called "Third World" is growth.
the richest place on earth in . As college students from op-
termsofnatural resources. But pressed communities, it is duty
Western civilization, which to analyze our former living
now dominates the world, is so condition, compare it with our
poisoned with pollution and present one, andoffer solutions
corruption that many scholars to our people. Then we can all
predict its eventual destruc- proudly declare, as our Divine
tion. father prophesied in the Scrip-
. Where'do we gofromhere? -··tures; that -as-Hfe-was-irr the .
As civilization is a product of beginning, so shall it be in the
the minds ofa people, newand end.
and im roved minds are
• '$ .- ---. " .. '- ".
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There is of the
HIV/AIDS infection through:
deep kissing, & sharing razors
or toothbrushes.
HIV/AIDS virus can spread by:
sharing hyperdermic needles,
vaginal, oral & anal intercourse,
childbirth, & blood transfusions.
Sponsored by: American Marketing Association,
Schmid Laboratories. The Ticker, WBMB.
CONDOM SENSE SAYS:
p
ing really untoward happens
on the field of play. But, of
course, there are moments of
riveting drama. I recall that in
1976 a brash SOuth African
native, whohappened tobe the
captain of the English team,
was - in baseball parlance-
given a' vigorous brush back
pitch. He had the temerity to
suggest ·that he would make
the Caribbean team, which was
. touring England at the time,
'grovel'. None ofthem took his
wordsverykindly, particularly
. because of his nationality.
Duringagame,ayoungbowler
(pitcher) let fly a ball which,
for sheer speed, would have
done Dwight Gooden proud. It
was aimed high, head high.
'. N'one of those two players in-
volved are active participants
anymore and none ofthe South
African players would make
SUM a foolish remark.
Yet, the prospect ofa team of
whi te South Africans playing
oncricketfields atSabinaPark
in JamaicaorKensington Oval
in Barbados is mind boggling.
You go to the stadium with
mixedthoughts. You feel guilty
watchingbutonthe otherhand
you. would like to see those
players totally and completely
vanquished and annihilated-
in a gentlemanly manner, of
course; you want to send them
back horne and make them re-
spect your brothers and sis-
ters.
,.It.is foUy,howev.er, to- think _
thatthismattercanbe resolved
on the cricketfieldorany sport-
ingareaforthatmatter. Presi-
•&
surprising, when one realizes
that cricket was once only
played between the South Af~
ricans, tbe English and the
Australians.
It is quite ironic that the first
nation the South African team
visited was India. Apparently,
it waS no big deal playing·
against and before individu-
als who would be barred from
many areas and who would be
denied their right to vote, if
they lived in South Africa.
More ironic still is their pro-
posed trip to the Caribbean.
"a young bowler
(pitcher) let fly a
ball which, for
sheer speed, would
have done Dwight
Gooden proud. "
They can expect a warm wel-
come wherever they' go,
whether it is JamaIca in, the
north or Trinidad down south
or Antigua. The weather will
be something they are accus-
tomed to. The crowd reaction;
that's another matter. These
people, predominately of Afri-
can descent, would have none
of the privileges they take for
granted were they in South
..Africa, a-fact, I am sure, they-
will not easily overlook..
Cricket is really a
gentlemen's game, and noth-
&3
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NmBy Delandro C. Wilson
--~ In a house in Jamaica, in a
0') -factorysomewherein Englandeand in various counties and
~ countries around the world
someone is listening intently
toa radioortelevisionsettuned
toan event taking placeinAus-
tralia and New Zealand. The
play by play announcer paints
word pictures of fast balls
reaching 90-95 mph, of glori-
ous batting feats and he tells
how, for the first time in 22
years South Africa iscompet-
ingon theInternationalarena.
This is the cricket World Cup.
Apart from South Africa,
teams from England, the Car-
ibbean, Pakistan, India, Zim-
babwe, Sri Lanka, and eo-host
NewZealandandAustraliaare
fightingit out to claim the title
as World Champs.. At first
glance, it looks like any other
major sporting event, but the
difference is very significant.
There is a team from theracist
Republic of South Africa tak-
ingpart.
Based, in part, on the valiant
effortsbytheircricketauthori-
ties and the reforms instituted
by President de Klerk, -this
country was re-admitted to in-
ternational Cricket by the In-
ternational CricketConference
three months ago. There was
almost a vulgar swiftness
which the English adopted as
they spearheadedSouth Africa
reinclusion. But trris is hardly
surprising considering the
avo~ed prejudices cif the im-
mediate past Prime Minister,
Margaret Thatcher. Hardly
en
ct One Step Forward
o
~NoInvitationsToSoothernAfrica
,
, .
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At Baruch, the Center also ~
~8OrsneUrb8n EdUction:;
Seminar Series. These !!
seminars brfng together"i
faculty and stafrwith regional Sl
andCity public~hoolsleaders ~.
for . discussions on topics of ~
mutual interest. 3:'
Narvaez is,working on ways a
to connect Baruch's student ~
body to their services.:-
However" response among ~
faculty members who know N
about the Center is strong. ell
think the center's work is
tremendously important,
particularly because it. puts
exp~rt~ in multteulturel
edueation at the forefront of
whatifJ.goillg tobeaugeffort/"
says Charles Riley~ a Baruch
pror~sorofjournalism with a
~interestin~issues.
The· multicultural meta-
morphOsis ofthe.curriculum is
see~~Narvaezasan ongoing.
process and the Center as a
key player. "I hope' that this
Center serves as 'one concrete
~onofBaruCh'srenewed
commitment to· cultural
div~~ty:she said.
.......-:- .' .
Equity Assistance Center workshops and we worked
works mainly with school together. We got experience
districts and other local school from them.· The Center's staff
agencies.' It covers Federal suggests material to the
District B, which is comprised" administrators so they can
ofNewYorkState,NewJersey, consider it prior to the
PuertoRico andthe U.S. Virgin instituting procedures to their
Islands, about 1,280 districts students and faculty.
In total. ' The finalgeal of the Center
The Center's second area of is one that will have a long-
responsibility is the lastingeffect. Although still in
4evelopment.ofmUlticultural its initial stages, the Center
resourcemateiialsappl'Opriate ., intends to design-and eonduet
fOT both public '. school research ,. studies for the
classrooms and' teacher exPloriltion of the needs and
trainthg sessions~.TheCenter capacities of schools, From
is not alendingJi!>rary but a these activities, it attempts'to
res.ourcecentet._;The staff Infuse a' school's present
ei ther writes ~lae needed curriculum withmultieultural
materialsoruse8~cations. content. "It's a.precess which .
InCommunity,&~~District takes. a lot' of People in the
,'lO~ Ne~ Y~rk.CitYs.largest, schoolsandthecollege working
it helpedschoolleaders develop together. Education that. is
plans for a central multicultural is not going to
multicultural resource center happen overnight,. but it is a
for the district. Thematerials necessitybothin societyandat
were selected to reflect the Baruch: Narvaez comments.
histories and cultures of the ~.,.-..;o,.,.-.--.,.,...,..., ,.,.,., .., ..----,.,..,...,.,.,.,.....,..,.,"""""'''''''-''''''''''-''''''''---''''--~~~~~~~
different cultural groups
enrolled in the district's
schools. MargeryFalk, director
ofbilingual eduction in district
#10 , said, "It was a definite
difference before and after.
They brought in conferences
and consultants. They gave us
Multiculturalism lives, and grows, at Baruch
By Charissa N.C. Kwan . president of the University of
As you traverse Baruch the State of New York,
College's expansive campus, it endorsedthisneedinanarricle
i& not unusual to hear inEducatio1lQ,1Lea~hip.He
complaints about how the wrote~"Ifchildren are to do
school lacks in innovation and .well academically, school and
how budget cuts have pushed family and community 'must
it eyer closer to the Stone Age. workwithinacontextofshared
Unlike most of the college, values 8nd~tions;the
though, the Multicultural child must experience the
Education Center~ located in . school as an extension, not a
·aninconspicuousneighth-tloor- -rejection:of ~home··an-d .
office of the Col1ege~s community.·
Administrative Center Originallybasedat Columbia
Building, is in touch with the University's Teacher College~ .
future as it strives to increase the Centermoved to Baruchin
cross-cultural understanding October 1990. It is part-of the
among teachers, Equity Assi~t8.nce Center, a
·administrators and students collaborative effort involving
in thepubliesehools, ' NewYark Univer:sity, Rutgers
The Center, under the UniversityandBaruchCollege.
sponsorship ofthe Office ofthe Its staff consists of Dr.
Provost, faces threechallenges. Herminio A. Martinez,
Its primary function is to associateprovostandprincipal
provide short-term in-service Investigatorfor the Center.Dr.
training and technical Dabney H. Narvaez, director,
assistance to public school Azalia Matos Bonilla, project
administrators. It's goal is to associate, and Lynda Majette~
strengthenthe teacher's ability adniinistrativeassistant. It is
to instruct students who have funded by' a $650,000
limited. English language contractual agreement under
proficiency and the the Federal Civil Rights Act of
administrators' ability to 1964. Baruch'scutofthe main
provideequitableeducationfor contract between the
such students, ThomasSoboI, government and NYU is to be
commissionerofeducationand used over a 3 year period. The
1
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STA TRAVEL
• RYC DEPAII"I'ORES
• EURAIL PA8SE8
• FLY IIITO OIlE CITY AlID
OUT FRO" ~1IEIt
• ISIC CAIIDII/ AYllIIEIIJIERSBIp
• RA'I'ES IIAY CllAllGE
• DICPAilYUilD raOM
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120 OFFiCES ~VORLDWIDE
ROUNDTRIPS
LONDON FROM $410
PARIS FROM $458
ATHENS FROII $640
ST. PETEBSBURG $640
NAIROBI FROM $1380
TOKYO FROM $799,
BANGKOK·_ FROM $949
COSTA DCA -.FROII $410
RIO .. FRCII $749
SYDNEY FROII$1409
The Ticke;is·proud to announcethat we will be
featuring a column called "Dear Lonnie" in which
students will have the opportunity to ask about
their problems.
You may start dropping off your letters at
Helpline's mailbox on the first floor of the Student
Centerwhere they will be collected and answered
in the following publication of The Ticker.
No names will be published unless specifically
requested.
r",IIJII'111111
Nestor Hidalgo, SEEK
counselor atBaruch, expressed
his views as to how Baruch
keeps Dominicans, and
Hispanics in general, behind
closed doors. He advised the
students present at the event
to keep prospering because
what they already have,
rneaningtheed.ucation they are
getting, is nothing, and there
is still much more to conquer
in order to be recognized and
be given what" they deserve.
Hidalgo also expressed
regret that there weren't any
higher officials of Baruch
College there to receive a
,senator ofa foreign nation. So
he presented his gratitude in
name of Baruch College to
" Fernandez and tothe students
present at the event.
The event ended with a loud
merengue playing in the Oak
Lounge and a serving ofarroz
con gandules and pernfl (rice
and beans with roast pork).
Dessert was a large cake with
the Dominican flag plastered
on it.
literature department, was
acknowledged by Dr. Jean
Jofen, a professor in the
-' . "- ," ..... ..- ...
department, as the club's·
ultimate president who will
allocate funds and decide on
events. Professor Elise Green
is the student-faculty liaison
and will serve in many
capacities on behalfofthe club.
The treasurer Konstantinos
Dantoulis said the the club is
good for every student, notjust
German students. And so
m.embers of the club urge
everyone to attend meetings -
you don't have to be blue eyed
and blond.
Dominican Celebration
By Kathryn Garcia
Dominican. Independence
Day was celebrated at Baruch
in the Marble Lounge of the
Student Center on Thursday,
Feb. 27, 1992.
As the crowd, mostly
Dominican, cheered the
speaker who, keeping things
in a traditional tone, decided
to give his presentation in
Spanish to a gathering of 150
students. .
Senator Jaime Fernandez
Mir-abal," ,. from Salcedo,
Dominican Republic, wasin the
United States on business. He
was petitioningambulancesfor
his town and he happened to
come across a Baruch student
who invited him as an
. honorary guest to the event.
His speech was basically
about the history of the
Dominican Republic and how
they acquired their
independence from Spain. It
was a replicaoftheDominican
Heritage class offered by the
Black and Hispanic studies
department.
The German
Club's Back
..-._ ....'":~..._ .....
By Philip ·Susi
On Thursday, Feb. 27th, the
Baruch German Club held it's
first meeting with one thing in
mind: to start small and build
overtime.
The German Club is has
formed arid dissolved many
times in the recent past but
this ti~ around the students
are determined to accomplish
severalgoals. Common toeach
member is the dissatisfaction
with the Baruch curriculum
which currentlyoffersGerman
I and II only. The consensus is
that for Baruch to honestly
consider itself a business
school, addressing
international business is a
priority.
The first meeting of the club
was designed to familiarize
faculty and students with each
other, also, to create certain
objectives and activities for
group. Aside from HerrRaftel,
whoattendedbecause"the food
had the right price tag on it,
zero", the members were
seriousandfocused. Theyplan
to learn culture and language
through the use of tapes,
videos, guest speakers, and
faculty experts.
Already scheduled to speak
is Austria's Ernst Aichinger,
who will address the
development of scholarship
programs abroad.
Jennifer Carlson, president
of, the German Club and
Marinel Lotrenn, vice
president, agree that lobbying
for an expanded German
curriculum will be a major
issue addressed by the group.
Isabel Sirgado, the
chairperson -of the modern
languages and comparative
40 years ago...
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OnDecember 27, 1952theEast
Side News reported that
students at the City College
School of. Business and Civic
Administration compiled
twelve roles for "Getting Off
on the Right Foot" ina newjob.
The rules are:
"1. Do not claim false talents
during the hiring process.
2. Takeyour trainingseriously.
3. Learn the names of your
superiors and eo-workers as
rapidly as possible.
4. Always be willing to do a
little extra.
5. Don't be afraid to ask
questions.
6. Find out the policies ofyour
company and obey them.
7. Be meticulous about your
appearance--and your desk's.
8. Be regular in attendance
and punctual at all times.
9. Don't base your first
impressions on hearsay or
gossip.
10. Ifyou have suggestions to
make; use proper channels.
11. Ifyou have a supervisory
position, show courtesy and
respect for employees under
you.
12. Never flaunt superior
education or experience.·
Compiled by Sandra Roft,
courtesy ofthe Baruch
College Library
CYeah!~
•
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Addison Gayle (1932-1991)~
- . Theelosingevent was a .!:
tribute' to the late ~
. .-'Disringuiehed Prof. of-§
English whopassedawaylate S
lastyear..GaylewasBamch's ~
Ieading authority on African c:
American Literature. Among s:
his many books are -aichard ~
Wright: Ordeal of a Native ~
Son" (1980), "The Way of the~
~
NewWorld: The Black Novel ~
inAmerica"(1975), "Bondage, N
FreedomandBeyond"(1971),
"The Black Situation" (1970),
-The Black Expression:
:--__~Essays by and About Black
Americans in the Creative
. ..
Arts" (1969). He also wrote
, .hisautobiographyCWayward
.- . Child: A Personal Odyssey"
(1977). He had recently
. completed his last book, a
biography of W.E.B. Dubois
whichhas yet tobepublished.
PholD courtesy of
PSCCUny ClItion
...... ii' .
Dr•JohnTodd, chairmanoftheEnglish
Dept., spoke about the contributions of
Addison Gayle to a multicultural
curriculum at Baruch.
At the tribute toourlateProfeseor Addison .
Gayle,featuredspeakerSooiaSanchezread
from herpoems. Sbealaoreminiscedahout
her and Gayle's long established frienship .
and their love ofliterature and writing.
Miche'lle Payne, who worked. diligently as
coordinator otArrican Amencan HIstory Month,
.."·~iead··excerp·~-ts·fi-Orii···Mms()n·Ga··lfts1>6o1C_nie··-··'·-
-. .. " .. . y
Black Situation." . .
Monica Moorehead ofSouthern Africa!
Network-presented a slide show or-
recentfootage from South.Afriea inher
discussion of -rhe Issuecf Black-on-
Black Violence in South Africa."
(At right) Co-host of the evening and
D.S.S.G.Vice President Simon Herelle
presented Dr. Arthur Lewin with a
plaque for his contribution to the
programsfor AfricanAmericanHistory
Month 1992. Plaques were also
presented to Dr. Martia Qo()dson
(Pulitzer Prize nominee), Dr. Ju.anita
Howard and Dr. Samuel Johnson.
. '+"c'"
.Ivan-Van-"&rtilDa,.'author -Of -Tiiey~ c;m;Before
Columbus," lectured and showed slides to faculty,
staffandstudentsemphasizingtne pointthatAfricans
reached the Americas before Columbus.
'The ciosin, event wa. eu1miDatedbYa group shot. Back row1to r: Anthony Harvey, MiChelle Payn~
Sabrina Desruisseau, Stacy-Ann Foster, Dr. Saundra Towns: front ro~1. to r..Tony Medina, Daphne
Leroy, Sonia Sanchez, Lou Ethel Rollston .<Dr. Gayle's widow), Dr. Juanita Howard, Dr. Martia
Goodson; seated: Robert Eli~
,
,"'(l.
,
; . .
.":' "
. ".:"
•
~--I!II~-....,:.. -....'-_.--
1"':." ".~ . ,,:-.at.-
"The Issue ofBlack-on-Black Violence in South
Africa" was discussed by Dennis Mubble, a
representativeoftheAfrican National Congress.
'!
I
An invitation
. to
Graduating Seniors!
Guest SPeakerProf. KevinWalters oftheBlack
and Hispanic Studi~sDept. (1) discus~d "The
issue of Black-on-1Uack Violence In Our
Communities."The event was coordinated by
Dr. Juanita Howard, Chairperson of the
Anthropology/Sociology Dept.
Photo Spread by Zelphia Phillips 0
Captions by Daphne Leroy
6c================i0
BARuCH COLLEGE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
William Katz, whoisaffiliated with NYUand author oflObooks
on Black Indians, spoke on the' "History of Black Indians and
Cowhands." He is pictured here with Shawnya Shamsideen, a
Baruch student and tutor in the writing lab.
In prison
. tl1ey are the law.
.....-:..:-::..:;.;;:-::.:}./:.:'
African
American
History
Month
1992
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Starts i~s tripinthe darkmists
of the jungle then gradually
blasts offfor the unknown but
to yourself. The combination
ofthe synth organ sounds and
voices eminating from the
distance pullyou intothewarm
fog. By the time pundgently
plucked, loose string bassline
comes you're running naked
with nothing to guide you but
the soundofcreamygospelistic
female chants floating in and
out ofyour psyche. This is one
time that the "Gutta Limits"is
the place I want to be.
By the time you reach the
ground it's now "Sunday
Aftemoon"by Rudoulpho. How
appropiate a title, this song
sounds just like the kind of
music you would hear at the
Paradise Garage around 10
A.M. after being there from
midnight. Nothing too harsh
going on, strictly smooth
flowing except for a few atonal
pianonotes helping tokeep the
tired awake. Layers oforgan,
light congas, sidesticks and
bassline are so in sync that one
can barely tell where the
bassline begins or ends. So
don't bother to try and pick
this song apart just let it take
your.. souL .Entr.ust y.ourself
upon the waves of the -ever
changing timid trumpet solo
that creates the peaks and
valleys on the water of this
musical gentle stream.
Atlantic Records has broken
the majorlabel musicalmurder
spree bringing CUnderground
Dance Music Volume 1" to the
masses. This might be your
last chance to buy a complete
House music compilation
album with listenable (praise
the Lord!!) tracks. Just look
over your shoulder. Techno-
House is coming up fast and it
doesn't look too good now wait
until themajorlabelsgetahold
of it you won't want to here of
anymusic withthe wordHouse
in the title.
wasable tocapture some ofthe
original feelings that sturred
in this once young man's soul
in the since gone days of
Paradise. Underground
Dance Music Volume 1 on
Atlantic Records grabbed my
complete attention from the
first time the needle hit the
record. Finallya House album
that I could listen to from just
about end to end give or take a
track here and there. Usually
after thesongthat I recognized
on the House music
compilations on the market
played I was sent scattering
lookingfor myprotractor, Why
a protractor? I'll tell you why!
I would need to calculate the
exact angle needed to toss the
recordacrossthe room andinto
the garbage can being that I
don't like junk laying on my
floor. This album pleasently
surprised me, but don't think
that I didn't have the correct
anglesca1culatedjustincase it
was a trick. The whole album
is listenable but the cuts that I
feel stand out are as follows.
Starting up the festivities on
this quest for House is a group
called Third Generation and
they don't, "Play No Games".
Grababass,beat thetriangles
and throwinacascedingorgan
on top ofa deep dark kick and
you have the general reciepe
for this song. Later bring in
the flavors ofsome softstrings,
sparce piano playing accented
with just the right amount of
cymbal taps and hand claps
and the meal is done. The
attraction of this song is it's
sheer simplicity. No one
instrument is used to
overpower the effect of the
others. Even the bassline
stayed in character, never
getting over exciting to the
point where it felt it should
take over the song.
The next song on the album
that reached out and touched
me was ·Outta Limits" by
Mission Control. I believe it
It's been quite a while since
the B-SIDE went back home.
Back to the land of the
underground. Where theheart
an d soul pulse to the
irrepressible thump of House
music. There once was a time,
not longago when the mention
of the words House music
would bring you a crowd of
blank stares from the general
public. Now, everyOOdy from
Paula Abdul to Michael
McDonald has a supposedly
House remix under their belt.
As themajorrecordlabels rush
rush (sorry Paula I couldn't
help myself) to capitalize
Cexploite) on the general
public's interest in House the
quality of the songs released
by these labels varies by label
but is generally down right
lousy. This is inpart due to the
overall ignorance of House
music displayed by the people
at the labels. Most don't have
a clue as to what House music
is really about at all. They
think that as long as theyhave
a steady four beat kick drum
pattern and some orchestra
hits going on somewhere on
the record that constitutes
House music. House music is
more anattitude thanfonnula
to be copied. It can take you
placesthatyouhaveneverbeen
before andback home again in
usually ten minutes or less on
the dance floor ofyour choice.
House music is about creating
a mood or I shouldsaymode on
the dancefloor where the
individual is able to totally
release himJherselfto the vibes
of the orchestration before
them. One is able to let the
music dictate whatmovements
the body should make, casting
asi de the formality of
preprogrammeddance stepsin
exchange for the freedom
createdbytrue selfexpression.
Thatmyfriends is what House
music is truly about.
I recently stumbled across
an album, by a majorlabel that
i eenage Fanclub has the number one college album, "BandwagOnesque"
RO.: So, Andy, who's going to
be the next president of the
United States?
T.S.: Is there anything that
you want to tell the students of
Baruch?
AL.: Wilson Shum (laughs.
Shum defeated Lazen in the
1990 student government
presidential election).
AL.: Don't worry- Pm okay.
put to practice is «Take a
Faculty Member to Lunch".
Ifyou feel that eating lunch
with a faculty is like having
lunch with a regular person as
Jason Franklin, member of
P.R.I.D.E., said then be daring
and ask your professor out.$' JWhN 11 £
f
carl Aylman,
director of student life
IIIIIIIIIIL
MADISOI SOUARE CARDfl
Jl.~~~
A L.: I miss sc:hool. I honestly
do. I used to eat everybody's
food.
B.D.: School misses you. I
really think you should know
that everyone I talk to asks
aboutyou. I usuallypointthem
to Tim, because I haven't seen
you until today.
(Lazan is informed of people
who send greetings including
DSSG President Laoonda
Davis and Al from the Italian
Society.)
AL.: Hi AI. Hi Lavonda.
concern for students. "It will
buildabetter relationship with
a teacher and student." they
said. Alyman added that
faculty whoknowstudents well
can be a resource to students
who are looking for references
for jobs or graduate school.,
From his own experience he
feels it is much easier to write
a reference for somebody you
know a little about like their
interests, their likes or what
they do on the outside "it gives
a whole different color to the
reference." he said.
The "Idea Factory" program
was created, just as an
experiment, to develop new
projects and programs since
ac:cordingtoAIyman SCPB was
dying. "Idea Factory"
represents innovative
programming, things that-li:ie·
outofthe ordinary. Theoverall
program receives $5,000 of
funding from SCPB but so far
theonlyprogram thathasbeen
The world's most famous arena is having an open house for college students interested in part-time
opportunities in the Garden's newly expanded food and merchandise services.
The Company has several openings for Food and Merchandise Vendors. As a Vendor, you Will sell
vanous food and merchandise items in the seats or at concession stands and earn a commission on
each Item you sell. The more you sell, the more you earn!
The posrtion requires advanced communication and service skills, and sales experience. Each posttion
also offers varied work schedules (day, evening and weekend flours required).
If you have what It takes to be a salesperson and want to earn a good salary while haVing fun ...
Please enter through Madison Square Garden's main entrance adjacent to 2 Penn PlazaOn 7th Avenue.
Come join our team and become part of the excitement of~ greatest sports and entertain-
ment facility In the world!
An Equal Opportunity Employer MlFNIH
MADISON SnUARE GARDIN.
R.O.: Students haven't reany
done anything. It's beenreally
quiet.
do anything about it.
AL.: They raise it $500. The
elevators will still be broken
down. You can't do that. You
can'tjust take it. You've got to
step up and protest, like we
did. We had a decent protest.
Didn't do much.
T.S.: You were with the
bullhorn out there, screaming
on top of the cars.
if the amount exceeds that,
then the studenthas to payout
of pocket. These lunch dates
take place in diners, chinese
restaurants, pizzerias; the
moneyisnotallowedfor taking
a professor out for drinks.
Panagoulias remembered a
situation that happened last
semester in which an entire
class wanted to take out a
professorbutitwasn'tallowed.
Although, the whole class
ended up goingthe small group
had the diner and along with
the others celebrated theirend
of semester party with the
professor.
Small groups are the norm
because more communication
is enhanced and gives the
professor "time to shine in that
group" said Panagoulias.
Joseph Ugarte and Ivette
Davila, members of Latin
American Youth, believe that
the programis good because it
shows that teachershave more
IE' CITY CINEMAS
~3ro~1~!~~
Chwge tkt! brpbone C212J 751.QTY~)
St. John's.••
R.O.: Five hundred bucks.
R.O.: You know they're raising
our tuition again.
AI.: No way.
AI.: Get out of here. That
stinks. You might as wellgo to
aprivatesc:hool. It'sridiculous.
Butthenagain, theydon'teven
Take a faculty member to lunch
Continued from page 9
goes to classes and
immediatelyrunsoutthe door."
said Alyman.
Students who are interested
in feasting on this opportunity
coul d either contact
Panagoulias, in the Student
Center, two weeks in advance
of the lunch date or show up
with the receipts and get
reimbursed for the lunch. A
form has to be completed by
the student so that the
arrangement can be verified if
maybe "somethinglooks fishy"
said Panagoulias and to make
sure that the professor is
willing to go.
Groups ofthree students and
one professor is the limit,
although one on one situations
are not discouraged. Students
may use the program twice a
year but cannot take the same
faculty out more than once a
year. The total amountallowed
bya group offour people is $40,
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"A GREAT, GAUOPING MASTERPffiCE.
This film is vintage Welles from start to finish, packing
more artistry into a sin~e frame than most movies
can offer m two hours."
- Davici Sterritt, CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR
"ANY TRUE MOVIE BUFF
WILL WANT TO SEE THIS CLASSIC."
- Bruce 'Williamson, PlAYBOY
Julian Schlossberg &
\Vorld Entertainment, Inc.
present
"QUINTESSENTIAL WELLES, .
'Othello' is visually breathtaking, artistically fascinating and
dramatically memorable-a masterwork in the finest sense."
- Judith Crist
OrsonWelles'
"A POWERFUL, UNFORGEITABLE EXPERIENCE.
Orson Welles' smnningly acted and directed masterpiece
lovingly and beautifully restored to full dramatic splendor."
- William 'Wolf
EXCLUSIVE U.S. ENGAGEMENT
STARTS FRIDA~ MARCH sm
Discoaat aniJMIe forpo8pS of 10or.-ore: QO (21Z)369-8184
bdwfta 9:00 __5:00pm, MoIIdays~ fridays
T.S.: The school wants him to
wait though, for BPL. He still
has to take BPL and Finance
after this.
R.O.: Are you taking LSAT's?
AL.: Yeah. I took a course
already. And I shouldbe taking
the LSAT pretty soon. I plan,
hopefully, to go to law school.
Il.O.: CUNY Law school?
AL.: I understand. It's cool.
But I'd like to get it over with.
That's the main thing-
graduating. I want tograduate.
R. O. :Where do you want togo?
AL.: No. A reasonably good-
ratedlawschool. NotHarvard,
but I'd like to think I could get
into Harvard, but Brooklyn,
AL.: That's just what I·need.
It's going to be a (winks)
challenge. Marketing is not
the easiest subject. They
should have given m! some
more subjects. I mean, -what
the hell else am I going to do in
this damn hospital?
14
AL.: I don't know.
j Continued {rom page 9
~ AL.:It'sgoingtobeajoke. No,
• I didn't mean that (laughs). I
~ didn't say that. You'd better
~ not print that.
Q
~ R.0.: Pm going to print you
~ saying that I'd better not print
that.
I
•I
r
I
~
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-
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The Comic BuyeTS Guidelists
independent titles and
companies like the early 7(fs
Atlas ComicLine. Thesebooks
are still cinulating and
industry people like Gerry
Conway, Allen Milgrom and
Howard Chaykin were once
employed by Atlas.
The Comic Buyers Guide is
published every two months.
The guide does not list artists
but fairly lists prices between
Overstreet which generally
runs lower than C.V.M., and
the C.V.M.
The newest guide on the
market is Wizard. Wizard
feature interviews with
industry people and awesome
color covers. The guide lists
plenty of books to satisfy a
collectorwith a lotofbooks and
sells quickly. But Wizard
seems to be a price guide for
the collector because it is more
- - - - - - I _
of an actual magazine than a
guide. It contains some great
facts and figures and is fun to
read.
But in a survey conducted by
yours truly, the guide most
used by comic dealers in the
city is the C.V.M.
The last guide to be talked
about is the Beckett Annual
Price Guide. As stated before,
annual guides are not to
terrific. Beckett is famous for
their baseball guides and this
guide is just pretty much a
listing of comics. the prices
listed are way off of current
market prices and I do not
advise a colleetor to use this
guide.
So what guide does yours
tnIly suggest? Ifyou have a
larger collection with a lot of
different kinds of books than
ultimately the Overstreet is
betterfor you. Hyou are a new
collector than the features in
the C.V.M. are best. I have
found that a combination of
the C.V.M. andThe Overstreet
Update is the best way of
putting a value on you're
collection.
-
- - ---
-------------
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alter theirpricestomeetmedia
hype. The Overstreethowever
list values of it's late Silver
Age and mid- 7(fs titles a little
bighertlianothergUides. This
is~becausetheseolder
b»ksnumberlessthancurrent
bt»ks.
The Comic Value Monthly or
C.V.M. asitisusuallyreferred
to, is said by dealer consensus
to be the most widely used and
accurate price guide on the
market. But this guide is
limited.
The C.V.M. lists all of the
current titles including all
independents but ifyou want
to finda title like «JohnCarter,
Warlord of Mars," the
"Superfriends," or anything
older than 1980 (other than
the current titles that have
been around for decades), you
will need another price guide.
This can be frustrating to a
collector that has many
Nghtcrawter -
different kinds of comics.
The guide lacks a great
amount of 70's titles like,
Morvel'- "The Invaders" and
D.C. '. "Sandman," "Rima, of
the Jungle," and CharUon'8
"The Phanthom."
The guide isgreat forcurrent
market prices because it lists
the most expensive prices on
the market (that's why the
dealers use it) and also lists
artists, guestappearances, and
noteworthy events in an easy
to readformat but there just is
not enough books listed to
satisfy a collector with a lot of
books.
The C.V.M. also has an
abbreviation chart that tells
you how artists and writers
are abbreviated through the
guide and also lists a Top 100
chart for the month.
The Comic Buyers Guide is a
simplerprice guide withmany
features. The main feature of
the guide is that it has an
excellent color photo guide to
grading comic bpOks. This
photoguideis so well done that
itmakes comic grading simple
and easy to do at home (of
course, we would probably
grade our books just a little
--._----- .... _..,
••••
.... - --
Are you having trouble
picking out the right comic
price guide foryou? Well ifyou
hang around for a few more
paragraphs, all ofyour doubts
and misconceptions win be
cleared up.
For the current collector,
there are many price guides to
chose from and each has its
strengths and weaknesses.
Let's start 'off by making a
checklist of the guides on the
market:
1) The Overstreet Price Guide
2) Comic Vslue Monthly
3) The Comic Buyers Guide
Price Guide
4) Wizard
5) Beckett's Annual Comic
Book Price Guide
Now that we have a list, the
obviousquestioniswhichguide
is the one we should use and
why?
The Overstreet Price Guide
is used by most serious
collectors for a number of
reasons. Overstreet publishes
one large price guide annually
thatlistsjustabouteveryGold,
Silver and Modern Age comic
book that there ever was. A
nice feature of the Overstreet
annual guide is that it tells you
the company name and the
months and years that the
comU: book titie ran.. The
Overstreet is also the only
guide on the market that lists
the current price of "Action
Comics" I 1 (the first
appearance of Superman),
"CaptainAmerica"11, ~arvel
Comics" *1, "Detective
Comic's" 127 (the first
appearance of Batman), and
any book from that period,
includingallofthe pulpclassics
like "Roy Rogers" and "True
Love."
The Overstreet Annual
Guide costs $14.95 but it is
well worth its price because it
contains phone numbers of
comic book warehouses, mail
order places, dealers and
advertisers from across the
country as well as some nice
color insert pages that reprint
some classicGoldenAge covers.
The Overstreet also lists
market reports for various
parts of the U.S. and it is
interesting to see what books
are hot allover the country.
The main drawback with
any annual guide is that the
price is not C\11Tent. These
day, the price of comic books
changeasoftenas the weather.
To combat this problem
Overstreet also offers a
companionguide on a quaterly
basis. The update, updates
thevaluesofcurrenttitles that
were included in their annual
and this costs $3.95.
The Overstreet Update also
includes regional reports as
well as all independent titles
but lacks some features that
the Comic Value Monthly has.
The Overstreet tends to list
prices of current books lower
than most guides and does not
-~
"I haven't met anyone like
her at that age," Malkovich
said after J completing
"Liaisons" in Paris in 1988.
"Her intelligence and poise
stand out. But there is
something else. She is more
than a Iittle haunted."
It is easy to imagine that this
Goddess does her share of
haunting too.
The Cosby Show's eight year
run, so big deal, at least this is
how Bill "I'll endorse you"
Cosby, feels. Cosby wanted
the show to go the air as a
regular nightatthe Huxtables,
but the network said "no."
Therewill beaonehourepisode
to conclude the series.
onherhauntingbeauty tomelt
the lens with a simple glance.
Her performance strikes a
nerve and one can't help but to
imagine the fireworks if she,
and not her "Liaisons" co-star
Michelle Pffiefer, were cast as
Catwoman in the upcoming
"Batman Returns."
Still, it is her acting and
intelligence that make her a
hot prospect in Hollywood; not
her face and body.
1992 marks the end of the
the sake of television. The
"stud" that picks the same girl
that picks him gets an all
expense paid trip somewhere
around the world. Probably
Eerie, Indiana!
The show is filled with some
incredible stories and humor
and is reccomended viewing.
••••
Uma Thurman in the acclaimed film, 1)angerous Uaisons'
In her latest film 'Final
Analysis', she plays Diana
Evans, younger sister of the
beautiful Heather Evans,
played by Kim Basinger. She
is perhaps the only actress of
her generation who is
physicallygiftedenough to play
Basinger's younger sister.
Again Thunnan displays her
awesome tools ofseduction and
innocence, drawing from her
mature inner self and relying
Bill Cosby's show goes off the airaftereightyears
But the show does notendhere
(ofcoursenot, thisis television).
The final event is the most
humiliating for the women
because this is when these two
bananas get to choose which
girl they want to date. It is
kind of like choosing up sides
for a basketball game. Give
me a break! But these women
endure such humiliation all for
By Phll Susi
innocence," said Thurman
about her role in "Liaisons,"
Thurman's co-star and on-
screen sexual partner in the
film John Malkovich has said,
-She has this Jayne Mansfield
body anda honifyinglyterrific
brain."
Thurman, whose father is a
Columbia University Religion
Professor and mother is a
former model turned
psychotherapist.
-she is 18 going on 4<Y' said
directorStephenFrears, citing
Thurman'spoiseandmaturity
as an actress.
UmaThurman moved toNew
York City from Woodst()Ck,
N.Y. when she was only 15,
and began modeling and
acting. Herfirst twofilms were
the forgettable flops "Kiss
Daddy Goodnight," and
-Johnny Be Good," which
starredAnthonyMichaelHall.
It is apropos that her first Tole
after 'DangerousLiaisons' was
as the Goddess Venus in "The
Adventures of Baron
Munchausen."
does not even pay for his date
with any ofthese girls because
the show provides the bucks in
order to create some amazing
television. This is also cool
because some of these woman
can be catergorized as "babes"
(that is ifyou lived in a purely
materialistic and glamour
oriented society, the kind of
society we are all above
morally).
What happens next is that
the two "studs" go on the show
with the three "babes" and the
test themselves for the title of
ultimate "stud." How is the
title of ultimate "stud"
detennined?
The "studs" have to respond
to questions like "which one of
you guys is more likely to sing
to a girl in the nude while
engaged in cooking chicken
marsala in the middle ofmid-
town Manhattan?" well, their
something like that. Each guy
can either choose himself or
the person sitting next to him
as the guy most likely to. The
next part is up to the girls.
Each of the three girls get to
pick which guyis most likely to
do whatever the question
stipulates. The "stud" with
the most correct guesses
becomes the ultimate "stud."
c»
': HOLLYWOOD PROFILE: C ~
~ ACTRESS UMA THURMAN ---- /
.Q
t-
~ Standing five feet eleven
g inches tall, the blonde actress
~ Uma Thurman turns heads in
~ anycrowdedroom. On film she
E moves with elegant grace and
~ seductive cieceit,acombination
wrapped tightly in a
voluptuous figure and looking
outat the world through ocean
blue eyes of innocence. It is
hard to remember that this
women is stU}two months shy
ofher 22nd birthday.
Uma Thurman has been
called a Goddess. Philip
Kaufman, who directed her in
the steamy 'Henry and June',
said he was looking for a
Goddess to play the beautiful,
sexually charged June. One
look at Thurman and he had
discovered his actress. It is no
small wonder that Thunnan's
finest work to date is in
-nangerousLiasions,"Stephen
Frear's 1989 Academy Award
winnerabout the18thcentury
French Aristocracy.
-what interested me about
Cecile is that she becomes
corrupted without losing
"'-------------------:-------------.......--------------------------------------
l'Thurrnan is Uma Uma Good
Henry and June-1990
Final Analysis-1992
Filmography
16
Robin Hood-T.V. Movie-1991
The Adventures of
Baron Munchausen-19R9
Wbere the Heart Is-1989
Johnny Be Good-1988
Dangerous Liaisons-1988
Kiss Daddy Goodnight-1987
Thanks for tuning in again
and now on with the program!
FOX 5'8 STUDS, which is on
every week night at 11:30 p.m
is themostoutrageousprogram
on television. Why is it so
outrageous? Because where
else on this planet can you see
the exploitation ofwornan and
beefcake in the same halfhour
that also successfully makes
the "Dating Game" look
progressive? Now let's just set
the premise of this show
straight.
The show has two so called
"studs" take the same three
girls out on individual dates to
parts unknown. The viewer
gets to hear about six
individual dates and some of
them are somewhat
unbelieveable but hilarious.
This is cool because the "stud"
-'":l"
-
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. "I will kick his old [buttl.It
would be a pleasure for me.
And I just might kill him,"
- MiJee Tyson on 46 year old
George Forman.
Shot For
Shot!
"That's some serious power."
-JoseCansecoonDetroit's Cecil
FielderHR overTigerStadium.
I took my beating like a man.
He's never taken a beating.
He's alwways quit first.
He had a luck-out night. Be-
ing champion doesn't mean
anything. He's nota thorough-
bred. He's a fluke champion.
He's like a guy who hit Lotto."
- Mike Tyson on the m4n who
defeated him Buster Douglas.
"I guess growing up in Watts)
if you're not a running quar-
terback, you're a running civil-
--·i811:'·· - ----.-----..---. -- .-.--. - -- -. -
--CO~iiufcjQBDorion Hagan.
Rangers are down, he's on the
ice every other shift. I just
hope that he doesn't burn him-
selfout.
Would Mookie Blaylock start
on the Knicks? Yes
Would Drazen Petrovic start
on the Knicks? Yes
Would Derick Coleman Start
on th.e Knicks? Yes
- Would·Sam Bowie getplenty
ofplaying time on the Knicks?
Yes
So why are the Knicks 34-21
and t~u~ Nets 24-31? Because
Knick C08Ch Pat R11ey is the
best coach in basketball.
Gerald WIlkins and Chris
Morris played eaeh other in a .
one on one basketball. game,
outdoors fore~ty_ The first
player to score 21 wasthe win-
ner.''Diecontestbeganatnoon
andbadtobecal1edoneceount
ofchalmess.
"You're going to have to get
theSpaeeShuttle togoupthere
and pull that thing down."
- Chicago Cubs pitcher Mike
-. Bielecki on his ERA.
Aft the king'. ta.s.a1d king'. men.
would eet their fin of orne In.
Take That!
continued from page
some scoring once in a while.
There are quite a few players
like Jeromy Roenick, Kevin
Stevens and Thee Flurry who
take slot ofpenaltiee, but they
also put the puck in the net.
~.~these payedkillers
get ·~ed for penalties, when
their teamcanleastaffordone.
All these players do is try to
. hurt-the" scorers on the oppos-
ing team. Imagineifa football
team put players in the game
who can only give hard hits,
aftertbeplayisover. Sure, the
receiverson theopposing team
will not wan't to come aeeross
the middle, but all the penal-
ties will hurtthe team with the
hard hitters.
Mark Messier should take a
bow. Hehaseamedeverycent
ofhis contraet.
. He gets more ice time than a
polar bear. As soon as the
2) Who was the first running back to be
named Most Valuable Player in a Su- .
per Bowl Game?
It's A Fact!
1) Who is the only New York Ranger
goalkeeper to be involved in two 0-0
games during his Ranger career? "
-l-pg11l-0SOUU?Wl-vaq ~Ul11~W 'IIIA lmofl
.J.tJdnS U1 ~UL'DJW }o 112[UOZO A.J.J.'lY] te
-9961 '8 ~aqUIa;)aa
uo 0lUO.I0J., JO osps ~;)!Mpat{~ p~ uat{l
pus 9961 '61 A.Ianua.r uo 0lUO.I0L1 al{lJo
Aarwn'l A.u'BH paranp AarS.I0A\ euroq (I
3) In 1978 Bucky Dent helped put the
Yankees in the World Series by hitting
a homerun off of Mike Torrez in the
fifth inning. How many homeruns did
-Bucky hit in the regular season includ-
_..i(lg_th~_.on~ that day?
final
74
89
final
77
71
2nd
36
42
2nd
47
29
1st
38
47
1st
30
42
BARUCH FG FT REB A PrS
MIN M·A - M·A Q.T
Sherman 23 4-7 ()..() 3-5 1 8
Gjeca 22 ~7 6-6 1-8 0 13
Daniel 35 6-15 1-4 7-17 2 13
Freeman 21 2-5 1-1 0-3 1 5
Holmes 34 8-18 1-3 1-3 3 18
Resvania 26 3-6 3-4 0-3 5 10
...-Lowe 26 5-11 2-4 o-a 5 13
Skriloff' 12 3-5 1-1 0-2 0 9 Hell, 1996
Siano 1 ()..() ~2 0-0 0 0
TOTALS 200 35-74 1~25 12-50 17 89
MEDGAR EVERS
BARUCH
BARUCH FG Fr REB A PrS
MIN M·A M·A o-T
Shennan 14 1-2 2-2 0-1 2 4
Daniel 34 3-6 1-1 3-14 1 7
Davis 26 8-10 2-5 1-5 0 18
Holmes 29 6-13 0-0 0-0 3 12
Reevanis 36 5-9 4-5 0-2 4 17
Freeman 8 0-1 0-0 0-0 1 0
Lowe 33 6-13 2-2 1-5 2 16
Gjeca 20 __ . t·4 1-2 2-5 0 3
TOTALS 200 SO-58 12-1'1 '1-38 13 77
Pereenu.a-: FG .342, FT.565_S-PoIDt~:~30 .300(Holness 6-16, M)'eI"B 3-
II, Fowler~1, Reid ()'2). Team ReboaDCk 12. Blocked .hots: 2 (Holness 2).
Tal'llOven: 19 (Jatbon 5, Wigfall 3, Myers 3, Fowler 3, Holness2, Weekes 2,
Parker). Stea1.8: 5 (Wigfall 2, HolD.., Wigfall, Myers). Teclaaical loula: None.
Feb. 17,1992 Flnt RouDd orCUNY Champio..hipe
Pereentagell: FG .473, FT .560. S-PointGoaI8: 5-11, .455 (Skrilolr2-2,Resvanis
1-2, Holmess 1·2, Lowe 1-3, Sherman 0-1, Freeman 0-1). TeaDl Rebounds: 1.
Blocked lIbo.: 3 (Lowe, Holmes, Daniel). Tul'llOven: 13 (Holmes 4, Lowe 3,
Resvanis 2, Freeman 2,Sherman 1, Daniel), Steals: 5 (Holmes 2, Sherman, Gjeca,
Lowe). Technical fou": None.
Percentages: FG .517, FT .706. 3·Point Goals: ~19, .263 (Resvanis 3-5, Lowe
2-8, Shennan 0-1, Freeman 0-1, Holmes Q..4). Team Rebounds: 6. Blocked
shot8:4(Lowe2, Davis 2). Turnovers: 18(Besvanis 7, Freeman 2, Holmes 2, Lowe
2, Shennan 2, Davis, Daniel, Gjeca). B: 8 (R.esvanis 2, Freeman, Lowe, Holmes,
Daniel, Da-Yis, Gjeca). Techrrlcal foulB: None.
Percentages: FG .426, IT .500. 3-Pointgoais: 6-16 .375 (Holness 4-6, Myers 2-
7, Parker ~1, Fowler 0-2). Team Rebollads: 2. Blocked shots: 1 (Holness).
Turnovera: 17 (Wigfsll 7, Myers 3, Holnees3). Steals: 5 (Parker 2, Holness 2,
Wigfall). Technical loals: None.
BARUCH
MEDGAR EVERS
1-9 .~Feb.U, 1981 . "0
+-
~ MEDGAB EYERS .----
CD
~
fA -,
FG FI' REB A PI'8
"8MIN M-A M-A ().T
Parker 23 "-6
~
(H) 0-0 1 8 f 01'
.Jaebon 29 1-4 ~2 o-s 1 2 • •
HolD.. 36 8-23 ~ 1-11 2 22 f
Myers 35 8-22 6-7 ~3 2 25 n
Wigfall 38 3-9 ....9 4-8 9 10 ~
Weekes 22 1-3 ()..() 3-5 1 2 !D
Reid 10 1-8 1-1 2-5 0 3 -4
Fowler 7 0-1 2-4
'co
1-1 0 2 • co
TOTALS JOG •578 IS-JS 17-51 16 74 I\)
SPRING BREAK WITH EPICUREAN TOURS!!!
Earn while you learn_
Manpower is looking for students interested in earning great pay - plus
commissions. We offer flexible hours. And valuable training and
business experience. Plus free use of a personal computer.
If you're a full-time student, SOphomore or above I with at least a B
average, and are computer familiar, Manpower needs you as a
COLLEGIATE REP to promote the sales of the IBM Personall System/2
on campus.
For experience that pays, call today.
Please call: Ms. Harris at (212) 307-1008
Call today for your Spring Vacation at The Oasis hotel in Mexico, TJ:1e
Crystal Palace in the Bahamas, The White Hall or Marriott in Daytona
Beach.
MANY OTHER hotel properties are available.
1-800-231-4-FUN and receives $15 off when you mention this ad.
We are searching for college
students interested in working with high school juniors and seniors after
school fn a grant funded pre-college development program focusing on
math, reading, and writing.
For more information call the central office at (212) 794-5523.
Need typing done fast?
·.Call Bright Word Processing.
We handle all your typing needs promptly and accurately at the lowest
prices. call:
212-860-0713 (leave message)
raw as it is, flows smoothly
into the fast-paeed "One Slip,"
which in turn rolls right along
into thebeautiful andetherea1
"On the Turning Away." The
sensation offlight.warsrunby
generals, love and lonliness
and the down and out are the
core of the first half of the
album.
The second halfofthe album
which would be called
nostalgically "Side IT" sounds
as if it should have been used
as the sound track for some
post-apocolyptic movie. The
deep sounds of "Yet another
Movie". was only matched by
the eriness Of"ANew Machine
Parts I and IT." "Terminal
Frost" is a smooth
instrumental compositionthat
could be played as the
background music for a love
scene. "Sorrow" is as dark and
as powerful as the title
suggests.
The music for "Learning to
Fly" in an uncanny way makes
you think thatyou can fly. The
music carries you upon its
wings. "The Dogs of War"
sounds as dark as the
atmosphere of war. "Sorrow"
could not have been
played to people who have
suicidal tendencies because
you can feel the pain.
Today with the reputation as
being one of the world's
greatest bands, Momentary
Lapse ofReason is a work of
art. It was evident that Pink
Floyd was back in 1987 but
whetherornot theywill return
is uncertain - we will be
waiting.
STARTS FRIDAY, MARCH 13TH
AND AT SE:LECTED THEATRES
FREE 4O-page
Graduate ~hoolApplication
Primer. Call:
800·777·EIAM
OOJ
~
. . ~. ..
Thinkin About
. -- . " .
-7 MEPG~~S
..... FG PT REB A PTS
'):..;,~ MIN M-A M·A o-T
Parker 37 4-17 3-7 ~12 1 11
MB Spring Break to Florida Beaches Jackson 23 5-6 0-1 3-7 0 10or Energetic Promoter needed Holness 36 9-13 0-0 2-11 0 22Myers 36 5-18 4-5 1-1 3 16
Grad School?
Earn FREE trips and CASH Wigfall 37 4-9 0-1 1-4 7 8
Call CMI at 1-800-423-5264 Weekes 21 2-2 0-0 1-2 0 4Fowler 10 0-3 0-0 1-1 0 0
TOTALS 200 ~ 7·14 14-40 11 71
ClNEPLEX ooe~ ClNePl.EX OOEON ClNEPLEX OOEON
*WORLDWIDE ClftEMAS *S9TH ST. EAST CINEMA *23AD ST. WEST TRIPLEX
SoOTH ST BET 8TH & 91l" AVES 58TH 51 BET 2ND & 3FlD AVES 23RO ST "&8TH AVE
246-"'583 ~ ~
18
'~BSORBINGAND TOUCHING.
A delighful film,
Seek it out."
_Jeffrey Lyons, fi
SNEAK PREVIEWSIWCBS RADIO
1987
"A Momentary Lapse Of .
Reason~'
Pink Floyd
Produced by Bob Ezrin &
David Gilmour
Grade: A
Columbia Records
By Danny Gesslein
Remember the year 1987? This was a time when Hollywood
declared war on Arab terrorists in such cinematic masterpieces
like "Death Before Dishonor." On television, the nextgeneration
ofStarTrek geared up for its maiden voyage. In politics, George
Bush had set his eyes on the presidency while his boss was
finishing his final tour in the White House. Most peopleknew
more about 8&14 than S&L. The word recession referred to a
man's hairline. Amnesty International came to the mainstream
and records were on vinyl. Yes, vinyl! Anyone who does not
remember any of this, especially the record part, should consult
a history text.
1987 also marked the return of Pink Floyd minus Roger
Waters for the first time in the band's history. Momentary
Lapse ofReaso1& was released and quickly established itselfas
one of Pink Floyd's greatest works.
The album was producedby longtime Floyd producer, Bob Ezrin
and guitarist/vocalist David Gilmour.
The group consisted of Gilmour, Nick Mason and Richard
Wright along with 16 other musicians whose combined efforts
created 11 tracks of mindbending power.
Not since DarA Side of the Moon and The Wall has the
group released such an incredible work. The album blended
three instrumental tracks with eight lyrical songs. All these
tracks flow one into the other with such care that each side ofthe
album seems to be actually one song. The instrumental "Signs
ofLife" flows right into "Learning to Fly." "The Dogs ofWar," as
•
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Ticker
1 Hunter 8,4
'8) Lehman Hunter
4 CSI 71 Hunter ·80
5) York 89 Y4 rk
Hunter
2 JohnJa 81 College
7) CCNY 85 CCNY, 72 1992
CUNY'
NY Champs
6) Baruch 77 Baruch 65
Baruch Goes Down
In Semi-Final
By David A. Amir
The Baruch College Men's
Basketball team ended their
quest for a CUNY Champion-
ship with a defeat of 72-67 to
. CCNY (ranked 7th in CUNY
'Division). BaruchtosttoCCNY'
after beating third ranked
Medgar Evers in the opening
round 77-71.
Baruch was up virtually the
entire second half" but just
couldn't put CCNY away.
CCNYtook control ofthe game
with a minute left by scoring
the laast seven points and too
advance to the final round.
Even though CCNY lost their
numberoneplayer,RichMaida
they were able to stay close to
Baruch and then win.
Part of the loss was due to
the lack of concentration and
inability to hit the easy shots.
SelvinLowe misseda dunkand
Charles Daniel missed two
shots from close range.
Some Good News:
This is a very young team.
-',,
!
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There are no startingseniors
on this team and all the play-
ers are expected to return next
year. Leading the team in scor-
ing is junior, Kirk Davis and C
the leading rebounder is jun-
, lorCharlesDaniel. Sophomore
Del' Ron Holmes andfreshman
Selvin Lowe vrer« second and
third in team scoring, respec-
tively. Sophmore Jimmy
Resvanis lead the division in
three point shooting and lead
the team in assists. David
Sherman was not a threat of-
fensively but did a good job
defensively. Hehisonlya fresh-
man and will only get better.
Center Terry Bell was missed
during the play-offs but will be
back. Other returnees arejun-
ior Victor Gjeca, and
freshmen's Nick Kyriak-
opoulas and Gary Siano.
Even though this team didn't
make it to the championship
game they played hard and
most importSntly the played
as a unit. The players win
improve from experience and
it will be exciting to see what
happens next year.
Final Note: .
Baruch has a chance to enter
a post season tournament bi d.
They will soon find out if they. _
will enter the ECAC (Eastern
Collegiate Athletic Conference)
tournament.
Riddle Ofthe Week: Why does
Sid Fernandezwearthe num-
ber 50?
A.. It represents his career
ERA.
B- It represents his IQ.
C-ltrepresentshis waistline.
Believe it or not, I thought of
this one before he lost so much
weight. I decided to go along
with it anyway because, Sid
always comesintospringtrain-
ing claiming that he win con-
trol his weight problem. He
keeps his word for a few weeks
then by the all-star break, you
need the extra-wide lense to
snap his picture. 1 hope he
finally has realized his excess
loadhas~thim from becom-
ing a star. Sid runs out ofgas
by the 5th inning and if he
should get a hit and have to
run the bases, he needs CPR.
Hopefully, Fernandezwill keep
the weight off for good this
time.
During the off-season, Yan-
kee GM Gene Michael made
it clear that his two biggest
priorities was to obtain a qual-
ity third baseman and to ob-
tain some quality pitching.
Since thenGenehas made sev-
eral trades and signed- some
free-agents and I still supose
the question to Gene is, "where
is the quality third baseman
and pitching?"
Jim Abbot could hit better
than Charlie Hayes.
Former Met pitcher Julio
Machado was arrested after
he shot and killed the driver of
the car he got into an accident
with, If he ever play's ball
again I don't think anybatters
will charge the mound if he
bits them with the pitch.
~td~sLeeGu~nnan
do thathe shouldget paid over
1.5milliondollars? And people
want to know why a box-seat
costs so much.
The Mets traded for lefty
pitcher Paul Gibson, because
they needed someone to pitch
to lefthanded hitters out ofthe
bullpen. I guess the Metsover-
looked thefact that lefties hit
.350 against Gibson last year.
In case you didn't know, in
order to make room on the ros-
ter for Charlie Hayes, the Yan-
kees released 22yearoldrelief
pitcherAlanMills. Theycould
~O
"/
Take
That!.
Eric GrossJDan's CoIUDUl
have cut Steve Howe,Randy
Velarde, TimLearyor anum-
ber of other pinstripe flops.
M111s made thejump from class
A ball, all the way to the big
leagues. Look for Mills to be-
come an all-starinafewyears.
I also think Mills canhitbetter
than Hayes.
After the Yankees took bat-
ting practice for the first time
this spring, Yankee coach
BuckShowalterwas veryim-
pressed. IwanttoremindBuck
that his pitching staffwas do-
ing the throwing.
Sowho will Yankee phenom
Brien Taylor get traded to?
Boston 1B CarlosQuintana,
crashed his car, braking his
arm and leg while driving his
two brothers to the hospital
after they were shot. Things
could have been worse) Carlos
could have crashed into Julio
Machado.
There is a special breed of
hockey players that have no
scoring ability. They are not
playmakers. These guys don't
even play good defense. What
can these athletes do? Fight,
Take a look at these stats:
Shawn Cronin, St. Louis( 50
gms, 00,3A, 229 penalty min-
utes), Mike Peluso) Chicago
(40 gms, 3G, 3A, 291 penalty
minutes),DarinKimble, Chi-
cago (28 gms, OG, OA, 123 pen-
alty mi,putes), Jay Caufield,
Pittsburgh (29 gms, OG, OA,
104 penalty minutes) These
guys are killers. There are
many more just like them. I
. know hockey is a high speed
contact sport and fighting is a
partofthe game,buthow about
continued on page
